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MESSAGES
WSCF Chairperson’s Message

UT OMNES

Dear WSCF partners,
Senior Friends, members
and friends,

UNUM SINT

This report offers insight into the work and some achievements of
WSCF during the year 2018 despite some challenges the Federation
is still facing. Our Almighty Father Yahweh through His Son Jesus
Christ is continuously strengthening those committed to the life of the
Federation. With determination and solid faith, we remain focused on
our mission for peace and justice around the world and to preach the
Good News of Jesus Christ in a world continuously showing signs of the
end times, as to when, only God the Father knows.
In this report, you will read about governance work and plans for the
preparation of WSCF’s next General Assembly. You will also learn about
inspired strategies of the global staff for the effective implementation
of the strategic plan; activities carried out at the national level with
movements and within SCMs; the challenging issue of fundraising that
WSCF has consistently addressed; and last but not least, WSCF encounters
through networking with other ecumenical and partner organisations.
As we continue to be led by our calling to endeavor in God’s vineyard,
Paul’s letter to the young Timothy (today to WSCF) are words of
encouragement that sustain our faith and keep us focused:
In the presence of God and of Christ Jesus, who will judge
the living and the dead, and in view of his appearing and his
kingdom, I give you this charge: 2 Preach the word; be prepared
in season and out of season; correct, rebuke and encourage—
with great patience and careful instruction. 3 For the time will
come when people will not put up with sound doctrine. Instead,
to suit their own desires, they will gather around them a great
number of teachers to say what their itching ears want to hear.
4 They will turn their ears away from the truth and turn aside
to myths. 5 But you, keep your head in all situations, endure
hardship, do the work of an evangelist, discharge all the duties
of your ministry. – 2 Timothy 4:1-5
Colleagues are enduring hardship and great joy serving our Lord Jesus
Christ. This would not have happened without the unfailing support of
our partners listed in this report, the Centennial Fund, the US Board of
Trustees, and other individual donors to whom we are expressing our
heartfelt thanks. Your generous support (through prayers and financial
contribution) have helped us make a difference in our commitments
for the year.

Georgine Kengne Djeutane
Chairperson

MESSAGES
Introduction from the General Secretary
Dear SCMers, senior friends,
friends and partners,
It is my joy to share with you our 2018 Annual Report, the story of our collective
journey of obedience to God’s call for peace and justice in this world. This is also
a story of our continuing hope and struggle to keep WSCF and its spirit alive at
a time when violence and systemic oppression and discrimination have brought
incredible suffering to people, including the young people.
BROADENING BASE FOR PEACE-BUILDING ADVOCACY AND SOLIDARITY AMONG THE YOUTH

In 2018, the Federation’s program work focused on peace-building and interfaith
dialogue through various inter-regional and regional activities such as the
youth gathering on Peace-Building in the Korean Peninsula in August; WSCF
participation in the Taizé Pilgrimage of Trust and Reconciliation held in Hong
Kong also in August; the Youth Conference on Peace-Building and Overcoming
Violence in the Middle East held in Lebanon in October; and the conference on
Youth Diversity and Inclusion in December in Greece. As part of Kairos Palestine,
a global movement for peace in Palestine, we also participated in the international
campaign to support the Great Return March of the Palestinian people during the
commemoration of the Nakba in May.
Our member movements have responded positively to our sustained calls for peace
in the Middle East and in Palestine, the focus issue of our strategic program on
peace-building and dialogue. They have launched concrete actions and activities
to educate and advocate for peace in their national locations. Member movements
in Norway and Germany have organized visits to Palestine; SCMs in Indonesia and
India launched national campaigns to enjoin their people and governments to stop
the violence and end the occupation. A key indicator of the impact and success
of the program is how much our member movements have taken on solidarity
initiatives as part of their work at the national level, creating a stronger and wider
base of constituency that is able to respond to calls for the respect of human rights
and social justice issues at national and international platforms.
“REJOICE IN HOPE”: MOVING TOWARDS THE 37TH GENERAL ASSEMBLY IN 2020

In mid-2018, global work shifted and focused on preparations for the WSCF
General Assembly. The Executive Committee Meeting in Jakarta in June 2018
approved the plans for the holding of the 37th General Assembly in June 2020 in
Berlin, Germany, bringing together the Federation’s 119 member movements from
94 countries. The theme chosen, “Rejoice in Hope”, is taken from Romans 12:12,
responding to calls for hope for the future. The GA is the most representative and
highest policy-making body of the Federation. It convenes once every four years
or, in extraordinary circumstances, within six years.
This 37th Assembly is significant as the 35th Assembly mandated the Federation
to go through an organizational transition within this quadrennium. WSCF will
also be celebrating its 125th anniversary in 2020. The coming Assembly therefore
has to answer the big question: Were we able to make a successful transition that
would sustain the life of the Federation? Have we survived the crisis? What have
we to show in terms of concrete changes that will assure us that the Federation
stands a good chance of continuing its mission in this world in the coming years?

4

The annual reports I have prepared since
the 35th General Assembly have narrated
the progression of the reforms we have
introduced in the policies, practices,
systems and structure of WSCF. It was
not an easy journey and continues to be
an uphill battle even at this time leading
up to the next GA. A key realization is
that despite a clear and urgent transition
mandate from the 35th GA, there had
been no unity of hearts and minds on the
transition mandate across the different
levels of structure within the Federation.
In closing and as my term as general
secretary concludes in the next GA, I am
reminded of the words of Suzanne de
Dietrich, the formidable and first woman
leader of the WSCF in the 1960s:
“What really links the movements to one
another is not so much what has been
done as what remains to be done. Each
generation must discover anew what
constitutes its own task… and so, as
it looks ahead to a new half century of
work, the Federation can be sure that, if it
is faithful, its finest days are still ahead.”
(Suzanne de Dietrich, 50 Years of History)
As we prepare for the leadership transition
and handover to the next leaders,
I continue to “Rejoice in Hope” in the
tenacity of our youth to rise above
difficult situations and to bring hope
in times of despair and tribulations.

Necta Montes
General Secretary
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PROGRAMS
This program report highlights the outputs and impacts of global and regional activities and projects implemented
in 2018 under the thematic programs of Ecological Justice; Identity, Diversity and Dialogue; Peace-Building and
Dialogue; and Interfaith Dialogue. These initiatives were carried out to meet WSCF’s program objectives as laid
down in its 2016-2019 Strategic Plan.

Ecological Justice

WSCF’s Ecojustice Program aims to promote climate justice
through public advocacy processes directed at international
governance bodies, working in partnership with ecumenical
institutions, churches and various stakeholder networks
upholding the youth and student voice on ecological issues.

Universal Day of Prayer for
Students on Ecojustice (UDPS 2018)

T

he first global initiative for the year was the annual celebration of the
Universal Day of Prayer for Students (UDPS). Member movements worldwide
were invited to pray together and organize Bible study sessions and group
discussions on ecological justice, focusing on the theme, “Embracing the
Challenge: A Different World Is Possible.”
The chosen theme this year speaks of the WSCF community’s conviction and
hope that despite the challenges of climate change and the result of the
continuing exploitation of the environment, it is possible to build a different
world, a world that is just, equitable and sustainable for all.
This year’s UDPS guide sought to convey this message as it contained an order of
liturgy and a proposed methodological approach to reading the Bible from the
perspective of ecological justice, inviting students to reflect on the relationship
between justice, ecology and economy.
The guide also included songs, poetry and reflections on the theme by SCMers
from Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC) region. It was prepared by WSCFLAC, led by LAC Regional Executive and Global Program Director for Ecological
Justice Marcelo Leites.
Usually observed every third Sunday of February, the UDPS, which had also come
to be known as Student Sunday, unites individuals, churches and communities
around the world in lifting up students in prayer. It was first celebrated on 13th
February 1898 at the second meeting of what was then known as the General
Committee of the WSCF, making it one of the oldest ecumenical days of prayer.

INDIA SCMs OBSERVING UDPS 2018

SCMI West Bengal, March 4
at Kharagpur Oasis Church

Cover of UDPS 2018 guide

The UDPS has also served as a tangible sign of
the common life and continuing connection
between students and alumni of WSCF
around the world. n
SCMI South Tamilnadu,
February 22 at the CSI College
of Arts and Science for
Women, K. Pudur, Madurai

Kerala SCM, February 13 at
Malakkarethu House, Aranmula

PROGRAMS
Ecological Justice

11th Palestinian Youth Program:
“The Church, Ecumenical Movement and the Environment”
JUNE 21-24, AMMAN, JORDAN

S

ome 25 members of the Palestinian
Youth Ecumenical Movement (PYEM)
participated in the 11th Palestinian Youth
Program, a capacity-building training
for Palestinian youth on the theme, “The
Church, the Ecumenical Movement and the
Environment.” It was held on June 21-24 at
the Toledo Hotel in Amman, Jordan.
The resource persons invited were Fr.
Nehme Saliba and Sister Emily Tannous
on the topic, What is the Ecumenical
Movement; Ashraf Peskales on Bible
Reflections on Dialogue; Deacon Elias
Barakat on The Church and Environmental
Issues; Elsy Wakil on the Ecumenical

6
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Institute for the Middle East; Ayman Karam
on The Church Witness in the 21st Century:
Gender, Development and Social Work; Dana
Jerayse and Amjad Al-Hayek on The Role
of the Christian Youth in Commitment for
a Moment of Truth; Ashraf Peskales on The
Environment and Water; Rev George Kopti on
Christian Youth’s Viewpoint on Modern Islam;
Dr Muhammad Eyyadat on Water and Our
Future and The Role of Youth in Policy-Making
on Environmental Issues; and Ashraf Peskales
on The Art of Interacting with Others.
The entire training was led and facilitated by
WSCF co-executives, Elsy Wakil and Ayman
Karam. n

WSCF participation in WCC’s Eco-School
on Water, Food and Climate Justice
NOVEMBER 1-12, SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR

A

WSCF delegation from the LAC Region participated in the WCC Eco-School
on Water, Food and Climate Justice held on November 1-12 at the Lutheran
University of San Salvador in El Salvador. It brought together 35 young people
representing churches and faith-based organizations from 14 countries in Latin
America and the Caribbean.

For WSCF, the training also led to the creation
of a road map toward the creation of a new
SCM in El Salvador with students from the
Lutheran and Reformed churches. n

The two-week training aimed to equip
Eco-School participants with the tools
that will enable them to become
eco-ambassadors to advocate for a
more sustainable and just Earth. The
participants were trained on the local
and global manifestations and causes of
the water crisis, food insecurity, climate
change, and their intersections. They were
guided in examining the situation and
challenges from a perspective of faith and
ethics, and in exploring together possible
ecumenical responses to these challenges.
The 2018 Eco-School is an initiative of
the WCC Ecumenical Water Network in
collaboration with the WSCF Ecojustice
Global Program, the Latin American
chapters of ACT Alliance, the Lutheran
World Federation (Department for World
Service), and Christian Aid.
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PROGRAMS

S C M e r ’ s C o lu m n

Yadamy Acero

Ecological Justice
Ecojustice
Advocacy with
Ecumenical
Partners

W

SCF’s collaboration with global ecumenical networks
and institutions engaged in climate justice advocacy
has provided the Federation opportunities to lift up and
bring the ecumenical youth voice and perspective to the
global discourse on ecological justice as well as public
advocacy processes aimed at shaping international
policies on climate change and environmental issues.
Cultivating these ecumenical partnerships is a key strategy
in achieving the objectives of WSCF’s Ecojustice Program.

ACT Alliance Climate Change Working Group Meeting
MARCH 26-28, GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

As a member of the ACT Alliance Climate Change Working Group representing the
WSCF, Marcelo Leites, WSCF program director for Ecojustice and LAC regional executive,
participated in the working group’s meeting in Geneva on March 26-28 to plan climate
advocacy actions at the Climate Conference Intersessional Meeting to be held in Bonn,
Germany in May, and the 2018 UN Climate Change Conference (COP24) to be held in
Katowice, Poland in December.
The Working Group Meeting stressed the need for
major theological and socio-economic reflections in
the framework papers, as well as the need to include
students and youth in the capacity-building plan
through the ACT Learning Academy, an online platform
created to provide awareness on climate change issues.
The ACT Learning Academy and the COP24 were among
the ways in which WSCF member movements have
participated in ecojustice advocacy and campaigning.
WSCF’s participation in the ACT Learning Academy is
focused on the topics of Resilience, Communications
and Campaign. n

WCC Climate Change Working Group Annual Meeting
JUNE 24-28, BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA

WSCF-LAC was involved in the organization as local host of the Annual Meeting of the
WCC Climate Change Working Group held on June 24-28 in Buenos Aires, Argentina.
The involvement of WSCF-LAC sub-regional member movements and the participation of
young people in the public events and planning sessions added value to the WCC meeting.
WSCF organized a public event in the San Martin Palace, the headquarters of the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs. The activity, which had an intergenerational panel of youth and senior
experts on the topic of climate change, was significant because it was the first time for
youth groups and WSCF student members to participate in such an event.
The WCC
meeting
involved young
people from
various churches
in Argentina,
which provided
WSCF-LAC an
opportunity
to revitalize
the SCM in the
country. [See
related report
on page 36.] n
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Violence is not only experienced
among humanity, it is also experienced
by the earth, the air, water, and all
living beings in general. These small
and large acts of violence damage
the harmony of all that was created,
consequently discrediting the product
of justice, which is peace.
The book of Isaiah mentions that “the
fruit of justice will be peace, the fruit
of equity an eternal quietness.” This
fragment—Isaiah 32:17—reminds
us that the spirit of life leads us to
produce fruits of justice abundantly,
accompanying us to condemn any
action that is against equity, in order
to bring the harmony of creation back
which is expressed in tranquillity and
security.
Given this biblical statement, we,
young people from Latin America
and the Caribbean (LAC), have come
together to work on a project on
Ecojustice and Peace. We have accepted
this challenge from different contexts
of violence and social and political
tension.
This initiative aims to raise awareness
about the various types of trespasses
such as ecological, social, religious,
of gender, in order to act holistically
from the faith, condemning actions
that break the harmony of life in order
to transform them in self-sustaining
projects which involve young students
and workers from various regions of
Latin America and the Caribbean. For
this reason, Ecojustice and Peace is the
challenge we accept. n
YADAMY ACERO IS MEXICAN AND BELONGS TO
THE REFORMED PRESBYTERIAN TRADITION.
SHE HAS A MASTER’S DEGREE IN THEOLOGY
FROM THE THEOLOGICAL COMMUNITY OF
MEXICO AND A BACHELOR’S DEGREE IN
COMMUNICATION AND JOURNALISM FROM
THE NATIONAL AUTONOMOUS UNIVERSITY
OF MEXICO.. YADAMY SERVES AS PASTOR
IN A PRESBYTERIAN REFORMED CHURCH IN
MEXICO CITY, AND HAS WORKED ON ISSUES OF
ECOJUSTICE AND PEACE WITH THE MEC SINCE
THE FUMEC-ALC REGIONAL MEETING IN 2017.
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S C M e r ’ s C o lu m n

Julio González

ACT Alliance 3rd General Assembly
OCTOBER 28 – NOVEMBER 1, UPPSALA, SWEDEN

WSCF Chairperson Georgine Kengne Djeutane attended the 3rd General
Assembly of ACT Alliance on October 28 to November 1 in Uppsala, Sweden as
representative of the Federation. The quadrennial gathering brought together
over 300 representatives from the Alliance’s more than 145 member churches
and church-related organisations around the world. WSCF has been an Observer
Member of the global alliance since its establishment.
The General Assembly was preceded by a pre-assembly exposure day on
migration and integration hosted by the Church of Sweden, and a two-day youth
pre-assembly meeting hosted by the ACT Alliance Youth Community of Practice.
The assembly formally opened on October 28 with a special event on gender
justice.
The role of faith-based organisations in achieving the 2030 agenda for sustainable
development was addressed by a panel of speakers including UN Deputy
Secretary-General, H.E. Amina J. Mohammed. Throughout the assembly, ACT
members shared their experiences and celebrated their common achievements.
Member Conversations on particular issues facing the Alliance were also held
where participants discuss and agree on recommendations to be brought to the
Assembly. WSCF was part of Member Conversation 3, “Youth Participation: How
can ACT make a step change in enabling youth participation across the work of
the alliance?”

“... and if someone calls again, say, ‘Speak, Lord,
your servant is listening.’” 1 Samuel 3:9
The God of Life, promoter of encounters, once again
brings us together to challenge us; in the Golden
Gate of Colombia, the beautiful city of Barranquilla,
in the movement of the creator and liberator
Spirit of life, the young people from WSCF-LAC,
representatives of movements of different countries
of the region, have coincided in the calling to
reflect on ecojustice and peace, in the calling to
join efforts to build the world we want, in the call
to acknowledge each other in the midst of our
diversity, in the calling to have hope that another
society is possible. The reality that the whole
creation, our Latin America and our youth are facing
demands from us today to listen to that calling and
to respond with a loud and firm voice.
Today more than ever the Christian youth plays a
key role in the Latin American society. We need
bearers of the good news of hope in a better world.
Our context demands much more than speeches
and statements. It requires action and commitment,
elements that young people are taking
courageously. New generations are a key element for
the struggles of the present; they are not the relay of
tomorrow, nor the future; they are the present that
is walking and moving the grassroots of the peoples.

The Assembly affirmed a new global strategy for the Alliance for the period
2019-2026. In the new strategy, the Alliance will strengthen the nexus between
its humanitarian, development and advocacy work across the following thematic
and programmatic priorities: Climate Justice, Gender Justice, Peace and Human
Security, Migration and Displacement, and Emergency Preparedness and
Humanitarian Response.
The Assembly also approved a public statement on gender justice, amended
its Statute, and finally elected the Alliance’s new officers and members of the
Governing Board as well as the Membership and Nominations Committee.
In her report on her participation in the Assembly, Ms Djeutane recommended
that WSCF should apply for full [voting] membership in ACT Alliance, noting that
advocacy work and ecological justice are WSCF’s strengths and therefore could
serve as the Federation’s entry points to full membership in the global alliance. n

Today, when the world’s top political officials call
for conflict and war; today, when ecosystems are
destroyed by the interests of a perverse economy;
today, when social leaders are missing, farmers are
murdered and many voices are silenced; today we
are hearing the desperate cry of all creation, calling
us to work in favor of justice and peace. This is the
voice of the Creator. Getting together around our
faith becomes part of this calling, among smiles,
dreams, illusions and shared hopes, we are the ones
who say, “Speak, Lord, that we want to hear your
voice.” We are those who say with a loud and firm
voice, “Yes, Lord, we are willing to accept the calling,”
the calling that we reaffirm in Barranquilla to build
peace in our contexts, the calling that is being
renewed in each struggle and in each heart that has
been confronted in the meeting. We keep working
for life and hope for a world that is more fair for all
creation. Answering to our Creator is #the challenge
we accept. n
JULIO CÉSAR GONZALEZ, VENEZUELAN, IS A MEMBER OF
MEC-VENEZUELA. HE GRADUATED WITH A DEGREE IN
EDUCATION AND IS CURRENTLY A STUDENT OF THEOLOGICAL
STUDIES AT THE LATIN AMERICAN BIBLICAL UNIVERSITY.
A PRESBYTERIAN, JULIO ALSO SERVES AS CHAPLAIN AT THE
AMERICAN COLLEGE OF CARACAS.
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PROGRAMS
Ecological Justice

Marcelo Leites at a demonstration during COP24 in Poland

Ecumenical Delegation to COP24 2018 UN Climate Change Conference
DECEMBER 2-15, KATOWICE, POLAND

WSCF was part of the Ecumenical Delegation that participated in the 2018 UN Climate
Change Conference—the 24th Conference of the Parties (COP24) to the UN Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC)—held on December 2-15 in Katowice, Poland.
WSCF has taken part in actions during these talks under the umbrella of the Ecumenical
Delegation, composed of ecumenical and faith-based organizations (FBOs) led by the World
Council of Churches and the ACT Alliance.
At COP24, civil society sought the establishment of rules, mechanisms and modalities for
the implementation of the Paris Agreement, the broad legally-binding agreement reached
at COP21 in 2015 that aimed to limit global temperature rise to well below 2 degrees Celsius
while trying to reach 1.5 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial values. But the summit failed

10
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to bring the interests of the most
vulnerable populations at the
forefront of the talks as guarantees
on human rights, gender, finances
for covering losses and damages
caused by the impacts of climate
change, and the global goal of 1.5
degree Celsius warming above preindustrial values were not clearly
visible in the final text of the COP24
decision.
Among the most important
outcomes for the Ecumenical
Delegation was the presentation
of the request of FBOs within the
framework of the Talanoa Dialogue,
a facilitative dialogue established
in 2017 that promotes debate
on strategic questions among
countries, civil society and FBOs in
order to scale up ambitions. Where
are we? Where do we want to be in
the future? How do we get there?
These were the key questions
addressed in this dialogue, which
lasted almost a year and culminated
at the COP where organizations,
countries and academic sectors
were able to make presentations.
WSCF was one of the signatory
organizations of inputs submitted to
the Talanoa Dialogue. n

Identity, Diversity
and Dialogue
WSCF’s Identity, Diversity and Dialogue (IDD) Program
aims to initiate the process of dialogue, create
spaces and develop theological understanding
for the SCMs on human sexuality.

WSCF Delegation to the
UNCSW 62nd Session
MARCH 12-21, NEW YORK CITY, USA

A

delegation of WSCF women attended the 62nd Session
of the UN Commission on the Status of Women (UNCSW)
held in New York from March 12 to 21 with the priority theme,
“Empowering Rural Women and Girls”. Representing WSCF
were Necta Montes from the Philippines, Yenny Delgado from
USA, Claudine Choi from Australia, Aude Isimbi from Rwanda/
USA and Ebere Ubesie from Nigeria.
During these annual sessions, representatives of CSW
member states attend official government events, while civil
society representatives attend parallel events organized by
NGOs and CSOs. The WSCF delegation participated in the
parallel events organized by Ecumenical Women (EW) and
other faith-based groups. WSCF also led the morning worship
held at the United Methodist Building on March 21 on the
theme, “Women and Peace”.
The CSW is a functional commission of the UN Economic and
Social Council (ECOSOC) in which WSCF has NGO consultative
status. WSCF participates in CSW sessions also as part of EW,

a network of women’s groups from US-based churches that brings
together Christian denominations and ecumenical organizations
that have status with the ECOSOC.
This 62nd UNCSW was significant for the increasing number of
faith-based and inter-faith groups attending and jointly organizing
events such the Lutheran World Federation, the World Council of
Churches, ACT Alliance, Danish Mission, and Islamic Relief.
Apart from attending UNCSW events, the delegation met with
representatives of WSCF partners such as Liz Lee of the United
Methodist Women (UMW), Liberato Bautista of the UMC General
Board of Church and Society (GBCS), and Erica Lim of ARCUS
Foundation. A WSCF dinner gathering hosted by US senior friends
was held at the home of Ken Guest, former WSCF chairperson,
before the delegation returned to their home countries. n
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PROGRAMS
Identity, Diversity and Dialogue

Safe Space Dialogue:

“Gender, Sexuality, and Church Solidarity with the
LGBT+ community and students in South Korea”
AUGUST 19, SEOUL, KOREA

D

uring the WSCF-AP regional conference on Peace-Building and Dialogue in
Seoul, Korea on August 17-24, the delegates visited the Sumdol Presbyterian
Church to worship with the LGBT+ community. After the service, a ‘safe space
dialogue’ took place on the topic, “Gender, Sexuality, and Church Solidarity with the
LGBT+ community and students in South Korea”.
The forum was organized for the students of the Presbyterian University and
Theological Seminary who were suspended by the university authorities for
showing support for the discriminated LGBT students in their university by
attending chapel service dressed in the colors of the Pride flag. After the service,
they took a photo of themselves in the chapel holding a Pride flag and posted this
image online. The university authorities dealt with the students by suspending
them.

During the dialogue, members of the
LGBT+ community shared the challenges,
discrimination and violence meted out
against them by people in general and the
churches in particular. They also shared
about the Uprise #MeToo Movement in
South Korea. The delegates in turn shared
stories from their own contexts.
Visiting the community and listening to
the stories of LGBT+ people in the country
allowed the conference delegates to gain
a deeper understanding of the problem
and to show their support in the ongoing
struggle of the community to make
the churches an inclusive and affirming
community with the LGBT+ people.
The conference delegates proposed
to express WSCF’s solidarity with the
suspended students of the Presbyterian
University and Theological Seminary
through a press conference held on August
22 inside the university campus. A message
of solidarity was read at the press
conference on behalf of the conference
delegates, WSCF and SCM Canada.
The conference delegates also issued
a communiqué at the end of the
forum where they acknowledged the
discrimination and violence against the
LGBT+ people and urged concerned
communities to respect and provide
protection and support to LGBT+ people.

12
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WSCF Middle East
Women’s Conference:
“Women in the Life of the Early Church:
Contemporary Questions”
AUGUST 30 – SEPTEMBER 3, NASR CITY, EGYPT

W

SCF Middle East held a Women’s Conference on the theme, “Women in
the Life of the Early Church: Contemporary Questions”, at the bishopric
service house of the St. Mary and St. Athanasius Church in the city of Nasr in
Egypt on August 30 to September 3. The conference was participated in by
students from Lebanon, Syria, Iraq, Jordan, Palestine, Sudan and Egypt and
led by WSCF co-executives, Elsy Wakil and Ayman Karam.
The topics presented and discussed during the conference were: WSCF
and Ecumenical Movement by Ayman and Elsy, the Role of Women in
Upbringing of Generations in Society by Dr Moussa Mehani, president of
the WSCF Regional Committee; Women in the Bible by Mr Hani Sleiman, The
Stereotypical Image of Women in the Culture and the Role of the Church by
Dr Houwayda Adly; Women in the New Testament by Fr Yuhanna Saad; The
Woman in the Eyes of God by Dr Anne Emil; and Dr John Daniel delivered a
speech about the cultural situation of women in the New Testament.

Participants from the Christian youth movements
organized a cultural symposium on the status of
women in each participating country, during which
contemporary questions about women in the church
were tackled, such as the ordination of women.
Dr Anne Emile, a professor at the Evangelical
Theology College and co-author of the book,
“Women in the Eyes of God,” said that God created
women as a peer to Adam, that they were equal in
rights. She stressed that some interpret some texts
in the Bible incorrectly according to the cultural
norms of society on women, so it is necessary not to
interpret the Gospel according to the heritage and
culture of society. She added that God in the Bible
made women equal with men in many rights, one of
the most important being the right to respond to the
call of the Church to take on leadership, education,
pastoral and service roles in the Church, emphasizing
that Christianity granted equal rights between
women and men. n
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PROGRAMS
Identity, Diversity and Dialogue

WSCF Africa AGYWY Training Workshop:
“Investing in Adolescent Girls, Young Women and Youth”
OCTOBER 23-26, MACHAKOS, KENYA

W

SCF Africa conducted a AGYWY Training Workshop on October 23-26
across various locations in Machakos, Kenya: Paraiso Hotel grounds,
the Star Sheikh Academy and the Ka-naani Girls High School. HIV/AIDS and
gender-based violence—critical problems in Africa that require immediate
intervention—were the key topics addressed in the workshop with the help
of Sam Kalosh.
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Public forum with Rep. Mlolongo Syokimau Ward

The training was organized in line with the organization’s
mission of empowering students in critical thinking and
constructive transformation of the world as well as the vision
to promote co-operation among young people in working and
advocating for socio-economic justice, peace, human rights, and
responsible and accountable leadership in the world.
Despite the efforts and strides taken to empower and develop
adolescent girls and young women, they still continue to be the
most vulnerable in society. They continue to be highly affected
by HIV/AIDS, discrimination and gender-based violence. They
have a minimal awareness and access to information, resources,
services and existing opportunities that contribute to their
welfare.
During the workshop, participants were given an opportunity
to engage with Rep. Mlolongo Syokimau Ward and other
distinguished guests in a public forum. Leaders holding different
offices often have different information and knowledge about
the state of youth welfare in the country. The forum thus gave
the youth participants a platform to learn more about existing
opportunities and how they can benefit from them.

SCM e r ’ s C o lu m n

Neill Ballantyne, SCM AOTEAROA

The project was conducted successfully, fully engaging the
participants. The SCM of Kenya pledged to follow up and ensure
the sustainability of the program. It was a brilliant initiative
that is projected to be replicated in other counties. The issue
of reproductive health will be included in subsequent AGYWY
workshops. The initiative also responds to the call of the Kenyan
government on non-governmental institutions to intervene and
help remedy the reproductive health situation in the country. n

WE WERE JOINED BY 30 KOREAN PARTICIPANTS AND 14
international delegates from 10 different countries. We were
selected because we had been involved in progressive change in
our contexts and could bring these stories to Korea to share with
those who attended. The NCCK recognised that this is an issue which
is only just coming into light in Korea, and they want to be well
equipped to support their church members to have constructive
conversations on these topics.
Mostly we spent two days listening to each other’s experiences.
Many of the international delegates were part of the LGBTIAQ
community or were close allies. We talked about what it is like to
learn about our identities, what it is like to come out of the closet,
what it is like to belong to churches that discriminate against us,
and what it is like to find churches who love and affirm us for all
that we are.

A REFLECTION FROM NEILL BALLANTYNE FROM
SCM AOTEAROA/NEW ZEALAND WHO REPRESENTED
THE WSCF AT THE ECUMENICAL CONSULTATION
ON GENDER AND SEXUALITY ORGANISED BY THE
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES OF KOREA
(NCCK) ON MAY 17-18.

One of the most moving stories was shared by John Ryan Mendoza
of the National Council of Churches in the Philippines. He shared
his story of surviving sexual assault, of contracting and living with
HIV, of coming out and being disowned by family, and finally of
becoming a trained nurse and starting a programme with NCCP
which educates groups on HIV prevention and treatment. He is a
living testament to his faith and belief in transforming communities.

And so, we prayed together, laughed together, and cried
together. All of this led to the formulation of a statement
and action plan; a commitment to honour the gifts of
stories with concrete action towards the inclusion of
LGBTIAQ minorities.
On the final day, we had the option of visiting DDIng
Dong, an LGBT youth crisis centre. This is a safe space for
young people to go and get support and advice, as well as
shower and nap if they find themselves homeless. Again,
we heard stories of family rejection of LGBTIAQ young
people and the link was made clear for us between religion
and discrimination. The centre coordinator spoke of the
difficulties pastor’s children faced when they came out and
were then rejected by the family.
My time in Korea was moving and enriching. It reminded
me of how far we have come and how much work is still to
come. There was a strong feeling of being at the beginning
of an exciting movement of change, a watershed moment,
perhaps even a kairos moment. My deepest appreciation
to the World Student Christian Federation, Incedo Aotearoa
and SCM Aotearoa for enabling me to take part in this. n
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PROGRAMS

Peace-Building
and Dialogue

WSCF’s Peace-Building and Dialogue Program aims to mobilise the
Federation on issues pertaining to overcoming violence and building
peace with a focus on the situations in the Middle East and Colombia.

Workshop led by WSCF-AP at the Taizé meeting

WSCF Workshop at the Taizé Pilgrimage:
“Reconciliation in Asia and Young People’s Role in Peace-Building”
AUGUST 10, HONG KONG

W

SCF Asia-Pacific Region
participated in the International
Meeting of Young Adults organized by
the Taizé Community on August 8-12 in
Hong Kong as a stage in the Pilgrimage
of Trust on Earth that the community has
led around the world since 2006.
WSCF-AP was invited to conduct a
workshop on August 10 on the topic:
“Towards Reconciliation in Asia: Young
Christians from Korea, Indonesia and
other Countries Initiatives’ for PeaceBuilding”. Included in the panel of
speakers were Jumadi Sinaga from
SCM Indonesia and Minlun Chongloi
from SCM India, both of whom talked
about SCM initiatives and role in
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peace-building in their own contexts
and communities. Also a panelist in
the workshop was Sinwoo Lee of the
Bargn Nuri Community of South Korea,
who talked about the significance
for the peace-building community of
sharing a communal life and leading
environmentally conscious lifestyles.
Other WSCF-AP delegates took part in
the presentation through a skit that
enacted the impacts of conflicts on
communities, conveying the imperative
of peace-building. Sunita Suna, panel
moderator, concluded the workshop
by summarizing the role of youth in
redefining a culture of peace and
the role of the ecumenical student
movement in peace-building.

The Taizé Community is an ecumenical
monastic order founded in 1940
by a Swiss SCM leader, Roger Louis
Schutz-Marsauche (better known as
‘Brother Roger’). The order is strongly
devoted to the ideals of peace, justice
and ecumenism through prayer and
meditation. Its 100-strong community
of Roman Catholic and Protestant monks
is drawn from 30 countries across the
world. In 1978. the community launched
the Pilgrimage of Trust on Earth
involving tens of thousands of young
pilgrims flocking to the small village of
Taizé in central France to share in the
community’s way of life. Some of the
brothers now work and live among the
most oppressed and poorest people in

The first Common Prayer at the Catholic Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception, gathering some 2,000 pilgrims
from over 40 countries worldwide.

Africa, Asia and the Americas.
Before his death in 2005,
Brother Roger proposed to
widen the Pilgrimage of Trust
originating from the Taizé
community in France. The first
Taizé international meeting
for young adults took place in
Kolkata, India in 2006.
WSCF Europe regularly
participates in the Taizé
meetings in Europe. For
Taizé’s East Asia Meeting
in Hong Kong, WSCF-AP
organised an eight-member
delegation representing
the SCMs of Indonesia,
Nepal, India, Bangladesh,
and Sri Lanka. Being firsttime participants to the
Taizé meeting, the SCMers
were excited to take part
in all the activities, which
included common prayers,
meditations, workshops,
evening public prayer
meetings, and cultural
activities. n

Sunita Suna and SCMers with Bro. Han-Yol and Bro. Alois, the Community’s second prior succeeding Bro. Roger
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PROGRAMS
Peace-Building and Dialogue

Participants at the demilitarized zone (DMZ) in Korea

WSCF Asia-Pacific Peace-Building Program:
“A Prophetic Call for Peace: Ecumenical Youth and Students
Advocating for Sustainable Peace on the Korean Peninsula”
AUGUST 17-24, SEOUL, KOREA

U

nder the broad framework of the WSCF global program
on Peace-Building and Dialogue, 15 students and young
adults from the SCMs of Australia, Canada, Hong Kong, India,
Japan, Myanmar, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, South Korea, and Taiwan
came together in Seoul, Korea from August 17 to 24 to address
the theme, “A Prophetic Call for Peace: Ecumenical Youth and
Students Advocating for Sustainable Peace on the Korean
Peninsula”.
The seven-day conference had the following objectives:
n

n

n

To facilitate a common platform for students and youth
to articulate their ideas and desire for joint action towards
shaping a safer Korean Peninsula
To enhance common understanding of the theological
relevance of peace and reconciliation around the world,
especially, envision a desirable future of the Korean Peninsula
To create awareness among the youth community towards
peace system and practices in the context of the Korean
conflict and peace-building
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n

n

n

n

n

To inspire the students to bear the witness of Jesus Christ’s
Love and Peace by playing a prophetic role in the peace and
reunification process of the North and South Korea
To impart new knowledge and skills in the areas of advocacy,
peace strategies and result-bound negotiations, especially
developing a new outlook and increased awareness towards
a nuclear-free world
To sensitize the youth community to internalize the issues
and challenges involved in peace-building efforts and
develop a gender perspective of the Korean conflict and the
peace-building process
To develop a long-term program to strengthen the
relationships of youth from North and South Korea by
fostering cross-border people-to-people relations
To foster new collaborations and networks among the young
community to increase a sense of solidarity towards opening
new avenues of co-action and act as ‘peace advocates’

A Taizé worship led by KSCF at the opening of the conference
Women and Peace session facilitated by Rev Moon Sook Lee and Hey Young Lee

The conference aimed to meet its objectives through the
following methodologies:
n

n

n

Use of participatory learning techniques/tools such
as socio-matrix, role play, creative workshop
Fission and Fusion approach in the
discussions and deliberations
Case studies of conflict and peacebuilding from around the world

n

Panel discussions

n

Peace tour / Exposure to the demilitarized zone (DMZ)

n

Working groups to carry forward the outcome/
work plan of the conference

The delegates shared their issues, struggles and challenges
relating to peace and justice in their own contexts, but also find
similar issues and connect with common stories of struggle.
The broader understanding of the geopolitical situation,
especially understanding the international relations of East
Asia, encouraged them to show solidarity to journey together in
dialogue for sustainable peace on the Korean Peninsula.
A diverse group of experts, activists, ecumenical leaders
including youth and women leaders came to facilitate sessions
that helped participants deepen their understanding of the
complex issues of the Korean conflict. Exposure visits gave
participants opportunities to listen to the stories of struggle
of marginalized communities affected by the conflict. The
visit to the DMZ helped them analyze the impact of war and
militarization not only between North and South Korea but also
in Asia and the Pacific as a whole.
The conference also became an opportunity to witness and
celebrate the 70 years ecumenical journey of the Korea Student
Christian Federation (KSCF) among the student community in
Korea. Being an ecumenical student organization they continue

to strive for a just society working together with the student
community. At the end of the conference, the delegates issued a
communique that they hoped would convey the youth voice for
justice and peace on the Korean Peninsula and the whole region
of Asia-Pacific. n
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PROGRAMS
Peace-Building and Dialogue

Participants with refugee children studying at the Association Najdeh center in the Sabra and Shatila camp

Inter-Regional Program on PeaceBuilding and Overcoming Violence
in Palestine and the Middle East
OCTOBER 8-14 , BROUMANA, LEBANON

W

SCF gathered around 40 participants in Broumana, Lebanon on
October 8-14 as a follow-up to the 2017 Cairo youth conference
on Peace-building and Overcoming Violence. The event was hosted
and organized by WSCF Middle East. The participants, some of whom
attended the 2017 Cairo conference, came from Bangladesh, Egypt,
France, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Madagascar, Palestine, the Philippines,
Sudan and Syria.
The program had three main objectives: (1) to gather Christian youth
from various denominations (Arab and Western countries) to exchange,
build vision and action plans about how to combat religious violence
from a Church perspective of building peace in the Middle East and
worldwide; (2) to respond to the challenge of religious violence in the
Middle East focusing on Palestine and build a common understanding
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A participant’s snapshot of a street
in the refugee camp in Beirut

based on Kairos documents I and
II; (3) to engage at least 50% of the
SCMs of the Middle East in events
concerning dialogue, peacebuilding, combating religious
violence through a common
elaborated action plan.
The six-day activity was divided
into the following sessions:
1. The Role of WSCF today in
Peace-Building in the Middle
East led by Necta Montes and
Elsy Wakil
2. Post War Reconciliation and
Introduction to a Peace-Building
Curriculum by Fadi Abi Allam
3. Ecumenism and Peace-Building
in the Middle East by Zahi Azar
4. Kairos Palestine Documents I and II
by Nidal Abou Zuluf
5. Success stories of Post War Reconciliation
by Assad Chaftari, Ziad Saab and Ghassan Bou Diad
6. Interfaith Dialogue by Ziad El Sayegh

The plenary and small group discussions yielded the following
outputs:

7. Elaborating a Draft Curriculum on Peace-building by Rami
Taleb

1. An Action Plan with specific country recommendations for
each movement to implement

8. Bible Study sessions led by Fr. Nehme Saliba and Necta
Montes

2. Proposed content of the WSCF Peace-Building Curriculum

The participants shared stories of their country situation and
worked in small groups to develop ideas and plan on how to
build awareness on peace in their communities in cooperation
with churches and NGOs. The group also visited the Sabra and
Shatila refugee camps in Beirut to spend time with the children
studying in the camps and see first-hand the situation of the
refugees.

3. A communiqué conveying the participants’ understanding of
the Palestinian conflict and struggle and their commitment to
build peace in the region and their own communities.
The conference took place at the Le Crillon Hotel in Broummana,
Lebanon and was supported by the Karibu Foundation, MISSIO,
and Bread for the World. n
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WSCF Europe Study Session: “How is Peace Possible?”
OCTOBER 21-26, STRASBOURG, FRANCE

W

SCF Europe conducted the study session, “How is Peace
Possible?” on October 21-26 in Strasbourg, France in
partnership with the Youth Department of the Council of
Europe. The session was attended by 30 Christian and Muslim
participants coming from Armenia, Belgium, Denmark, Finland,
Georgia, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Sweden, Ukraine,
Hungary, United Kingdom. Five (5) participants represented
the WSCF Middle East region.
A WSCF senior friend from Hungary joined the session as
lecturer, guiding the participants on how different religions—
Christianity, Judaism, Islam and Buddhism—look at peace.

Five guest speakers spoke at the session on Living Library.
A Syrian peace activist from Aleppo joined the session through
Skype and gave a very inspiring workshop and practical lessons
on peace-building work.
The five-day programme was filled harmoniously by various
non-formal educational methods that included lectures,
presentations, workshops, small group discussions and plenary
reflections, Living Library session, case studies and personal
story-telling, spiritual moments with ecumenical and Muslim
prayers, local visits, thematic movie screening, informal
evenings.
The objectives set for the Study Session
were achieved as it was able to:
1. create a safe space for experiential
learning
2. facilitate sharing of different
perspectives on peace
3. provide various tools and resources
for youth work on peace-building
and conflict transformation, human
rights education, and inter-cultural
and interfaith dialogue.
The meeting served as an important
space for sharing personal experiences
and country realities. All the
participants got engaged and inspired
to play active roles in their societies
and to commit to peace-building and
conflict resolution. n
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N etworking

DiPaz Forum and International
Planning Meeting
APRIL 23-28, BOGOTÁ, COLOMBIA

A

planning meeting of the international ecumenical advocacy
platform DiPaz (Diálogo Intereclesial por la Paz, or InterChurch Dialogue for Peace) was held in Bogotá, Colombia on
April 23-28. DiPaz is a network of churches and church-related
groups in Latin America working for peace and justice in
Colombia. WSCF Latin America is a member of DiPaz and was
represented in this planning meeting by Marcelo Leites.
An important topic of the meeting was the proposed School
for Nonviolent Action, which DiPaz is developing as a way of
offering society an alternative means of social struggle, which
has become imperative in light of the critical situation of human
rights defenders (HRDs) and the vulnerability of implementing
the Peace Agreement in Colombia.

SCM e r ’ s C o lu m n

Selina Mullin, SCM CANADA

As part of the process of developing the School, DiPaz held a
public forum on April 23 at the Universidad de Santo Tomas in
Bogotá. Invited speakers and panelists from Colombia, Latin
America and other parts of the world shared their thoughts on
the challenges and opportunities for nonviolent action in the
Colombian context of post-accords. Experiences of Colombian
communities around nonviolence were also shared. n

Peace-Building and Dialogue: Prophetic Call for Peace
This past August, I had the privilege of attending the peace
conference, “A Prophetic Call for Peace: Ecumenical Youth and
Students Advocating for Sustainable Peace on the Korean
Peninsula”, organised by WSCF. Gathered with students and young
adults from across the Asia-Pacific, we discussed the future of
peace-building not just on the Korean Peninsula but in our home
countries as well.

SELINA MULLIN IS A MEMBER OF
SCM CANADA AND THE UNITED
CHURCH OF CANADA. BASED IN
MONTREAL, SELINA IS A WRITER,
FEMINIST THEOLOGIAN, ORGANIZER
WITH CAHOOTS FESTIVAL, AND
A SEMINARIAN AT THE UNITED
THEOLOGICAL COLLEGE AT MCGILL.

Peace-building is counterintuitive to our neoliberal nationstates, which use intimidation and coercion to ensure “negative
peace,” meaning peace without forms of direct violence such as
a literal end to the war. However, “negative peace” is not true
peace. Looking at South Korea, we saw how the legacy of war,
colonialism, and the military-industrial complex has plagued
Korean society. We saw how women and other marginalized
groups are effected first and the most, both directly and
indirectly, by these forms of violence. We spoke with new friends
whose families have literally been divided by the division of the
Peninsula, whose family histories carry large blanks. We spoke
of the misogyny propagated by Korean society, looking at the
Comfort Women’s struggle as forced sexual slaves by the Japanese
military, how it contributed to the #MeToo movement prominent
right now in the country, and how the mandatory conscription of
young men feeds the patriarchal powers.

“Positive peace” is a world free from all forms of violence. It is antioppressive, feminist, and grassroots. We truly believe, by rejecting
the destructive powers of anxiety, fear, control, and greed, true
peace can be achieved on the Peninsula. But, why stop there? How
can what our Korean siblings have to teach us be applied to our
relationships with the Indigenous communities of North America?
How can we work towards a new relationship between People of
colour and “white” people?
True peace is intersectional and unwavering; it is not satisfied with
partial justice. It is also built over a long time, with the intention
of lasting. It requires challenging conversations with allies and
enemies. It requires not just the oppressor to be changed, but the
oppressed as well. The scariest thing about true peace is that no one
is left unmoved by it.
I encourage you to read the communiqué by the delegation. It speaks
to our learning and dreams in a much fuller way than I ever could
alone. It is also my hope that it may inspire you, to learn more about
the issues on the Korean Peninsula, to connect with WSCF doing
amazing work worldwide, and to begin to see the opportunities for
conversation and relationship in your own community. Peace work
requires passionate, determined dreamers who can look ahead to the
future we can build together. Hopefully, you’re one of them. n
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PROGRAMS

Interfaith
Dialogue
WSCF’s Interfaith Dialogue
Program aims to engage the
Federation in creating and
providing an interfaith platform
for youth and students to dialogue
and work with young people from
other faiths on environmental,
migration and refugee issues.

Photo Competition
“One for All, All for One”
JUNE–DECEMBER, EUROPE-WIDE

I

n line with the objectives of the regionwide campaign, “One for All, All for
One”, initiated by WSCF Europe, a photo
competition was launched aimed at
contributing to the promotion human
rights and the value of living together
in diverse societies.
Between October to December, WSCF
Europe welcomed photo submissions
from young people across Europe on
the topics of diversity and inclusion.
After a long and careful deliberation,
the jury finally reached a decision on
which photos and photographers
won the competition.
The first four winning photos have
received the prizes and their works
were included in the WSCF Europe
publication Mozaik and calendar
dedicated to the topic of human
rights, diversity and integration.
The first calendar that was prepared
and published by the campaign team
included the highlight photos from all
the activities implemented under the
Interfaith Dialogue and Cooperation
Programme and the winning photos
of the campaign. These were sent out
together with WSCF Europe journal,
Mozaik, to the member movements
and partner organisations.
The photo competition was ran with
the support of the European Youth
Foundation of the Council of Europe.
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1 st prize

‘Unity in Prayer’
by DAVID BARBAKADZE (GEORGIA)

I took the photo in one of the oldest districts of Tbilisi, which is famous for its unique
multicultural nature. This small historic neighbourhood is often called a ‘center of
religions’ as you can find mosques, synagogues, Catholic, Orthodox and Gregorian
churches next to each other. The directional signs in the photo point to all the
important places in this district, among which you can find mosques, synagogues,
Georgian, Orthodox and Armenian churches. Each of these buildings has its own
wonderful old history, but I think it’s not by chance that all of them are standing in
the same neighbourhood. For me, the district represents a ‘Unity of Prayer’. This is
how I also named the photo and why I link it to the theme of the WSCF-Europe photo
competition. I think the story of this small district in Tbilisi very much tells us about
the importance of coexistence and dialogue among different religions, cultures,
ethnic groups. And that, how different we should not be in our beliefs, we still can
live together as those three birds sitting peacefully on the directional signs.

2 nd prize

‘Colours of the Life’
by ANA MELADZE (GEORGIA)

I took the photo during the summer 2016
in Batumi, my favourite city in Georgia.
I think that Batumi is really a special
city—the “Pearl of the Black Sea,” as it is
often called. It is situated in mountainous
southwest Georgia on the Black Sea
coastline, neighbouring to Turkey. For
centuries, it suffered many conflicts
between the rival powers, while also
nurturing complex religious, ethnic, and
linguistic identities. Today, though, the city
is very proud of its rich diversity and the
cosmopolitan atmosphere. Walking in the
streets of Batumi, you can meet people
of different ethnic, religious and cultural
backgrounds. That is why taking the photo
of the street blocks coloured by children
had a signifiant impact on me back in 2016
and it still has today. That is why I think the
photo is related to the competition topics.
To me that photo always represented
the hope and love for life. Life that every

person built throughout the years, like the streets are built by the blocks. Even if
sometimes the blocks are grey, they may turn into a wonderful colour if we do colour
them. I believe our lives are richer and meaningful with many colours. I believe
that the society is stronger with its diverse population and I wish every person how
different they should not be from each other should live the life with dignity and
respect. Inspired by the city and context I took the photo in and aiming to capture
the spirit of togetherness in diversity I named the photo as “Colours of the Life”.

3 rd prize

‘Imagine a Future Together’
by NIKOLA PUTICA (MACEDONIA)

This photograph was taken in Skopje in
the middle of September. The photograph
title is: ‘Imagine a future together’. In the
photograph the children are representing
the future and one of them is ‘levitating’;
which shows an absolute progress.
Behind them in third ground, you can
notice a city light by EU.

4 th prize

‘Lock Me with Love’
by DIANA YEGHIAZARYAN (ARMENIA)

On the bridge Pont des Arts in Paris, people add locks of different shapes and
sizes, thus creating a colorful metal curtain along the bridge. The story and
thoughts behind this photo are related with the society, where we live. Like the
bridge, we add locks on it, build relationships, usually several ones, sometimes
bonding two locks at the same time. We cannot unlock ourselves from this net,
if the locks and bonds are many. Likewise, the society… when we include people
and tie with many bonds, it will be simply impossible to marginalize, radicalize
or polarize. n
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PROGRAMS
Interfaith Dialogue

WSCF Europe Youth Conference:
“Humanity Reclaimed: Youth Perspectives on Diversity and Inclusion”
NOVEMBER 28 – DECEMBER 5, THESSALONIKI, GREECE

W

SCF Europe hosted the youth conference, “Humanity
Reclaimed: Youth perspectives on diversity and inclusion”,
in Thessaloniki, Greece on November 28 to December 5.
Participants were invited to join the conference to learn about
best practices in local initiatives working towards inclusion, as
well as contribute and share their own experiences from their
home communities.
The conference aimed to:
n

Recognise the importance of youth work and raise awareness
on youth-led prevention and intervention activities to address
challenges of hate speech, violent extremism and all forms of
discrimination targeting disadvantaged groups;
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n

n

Present findings from the ‘One for All, All for One’ Campaign
to learn from one another how to address those issues in the
local communities;
Empower engagement of participants in fostering minority
integration in the local and national levels through innovative
methodologies and effective tools.

The conference provided a safe space for the group to share
and learn, pray together, have fun and get to know other young
people from different cultural backgrounds. It also provided
young people in Europe with tools and knowledge that they can
use as they work towards inclusion and diversity in a humane
society. This was done through workshops, presentations, case
studies, discussions, visits to local organisations and exercises.

WSCF Middle East Interfaith Dialogue:
“Muslim-Christian Dialogue on Youth and Peace-Building in Times of Violence and War“
NOVEMBER 28 – DECEMBER 2, CAIRO, EGYPT

T

he WSCF Middle East Region’s annual Muslim-Christian
Dialogue conference took place from October 28 to
November 2 at the House of Our Lady of Peace in Sheraton,
Cairo, Egypt. Participants came from Lebanon, Palestine, Iraq,
Jordan, Syria, Egypt and Sudan.
With the theme, “Youth and Peace-Building in Times of Violence
and War”, resource persons were invited to speak on the
following topics: The Definition of the Ecumenical Movement
by Ms Elsy Wakil; Justice and Peace by Fr Kamil Williams; The
Role of Religious Knowledge in Peace-Building by Dr Mahmoud

The participants highly appreciated the presentations
from invited resource persons: Prof. Nikki Papageorgiou
from the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki; Alexandra
Zosso, administrative director of Northern Lights Aid; and
Fr. Athenagoras Loukataris, founder of the organization
“Lighthouse of the World”.
The participants also gained very interesting experiences and
practical tools from the two organisations they visited: SUCRE
(Supporting University Community pathways for REfugeesmigrants); and Antigone - Information and Documentation
Centre on Racism, Ecology, Peace and Non Violence. These visits
to SUCRE and Antigone enabled the participants to expand
their knowledge of local realities and to relate the theories and
cases they learned during the week.

Al-Alayli; The Role of Media in Achieving Reconciliation by
Mr Ghassan Abou Diab; Dialogue and Meeting of Religions for
Peace by Dr Zahi Azar; Development: Fundamental Dimension
in Peace-Building by Mr Ayman Karam.
The participants of the conference visited the papal
headquarters at the Monastery of Saint Bishoy in the Wadi
El-Natrun, Egypt and had a conversation with Pope Tawadros II.
The Pope shared his wisdom on religious coexistence and God’s
intention of creating humanity as unique and yet dependent on
one another. n

The programme provided the participants with opportunities to
discuss their ideas both in a formal and informal surrounding. It
also gave them a chance to communicate with different people
from different communities and backgrounds.
Based on both the reflection groups and feedback forms the
participants submitted at the end of the conference, the event
was a success. Many of the reviews said that the actual event
surpassed their expectations and that they learned much
new information regarding the subject and theme. In the
feedback forms, 100% of the participants said they would like to
participate again in another WSCF event as a group leader or as
a participant. n
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REGIONAL HIGHLIGHTS
Africa
SCM-Rwanda Visit
by WSCF Executive
Yenny Delgado
JULY 9, KIGALI, RWANDA

Y

enny Delgado, WSCF North America
executive and global director for
WSCF Advocacy and Solidarity, was in
Rwanda in July to speak at the Global
Forum on Church and Poverty 2018
which was taking place at the time in
Kigali. Yenny visited the SCM of Rwanda
or RAJEPRA after her presentation at the
forum.
RAJEPRA (Rassemblement de la Jeunesse
Estudiantine Protestante a l’Action) was
established in 1975 as an ecumenical
Student Christian movement and
became an associate member of the
WSCF in 1988.

SCM in some of its activities many years
ago. They now consider the movement
mature enough to keep growing and
moving on its own.

Yenny also visited the office of the
Protestant Council of Rwanda (CPR) and
met with the secretary-general and the
leaders in charge of education. They
shared how the CPR used to help the

Yenny had a discussion with the SCMers
at the Groupe Scolaire in Kigali. They
presented their activities and their vision
and plans, among which was to buy
music instruments for use in worship,

and also to find financial contributions
for SCM. Yenny offered to the students
some books about the ecosystem and
environment, encouraging them to
read and grow their knowledge in that
field as well. The school authorities
appreciated the visit and expressed hope
to meet again in future events of the
movement. n

Kigali workshop participants with Bishop Kayinamura
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WSCF Africa Leadership Consultative Workshop 2018
JULY 17-19, KIGALI, RWANDA

T

he training involved 34 youth leaders
from SCM MESSORWA and RAJEPRA.
It aimed to encourage and enhance the
capacity of the national student Christian
leadership in colleges and universities
that is founded on Christian principles.
The three-day training was a
participatory and interactive workshop,
covering topics relevant to leadership:
scriptural concept of leadership, unity
and reconciliation, social transformation,

gender equality, poverty and
unemployment, role of the youths in
peace-building and movement building.
The participants outlined different
ways in which they can be involved in
promoting the wellbeing of society.
They recommended the following as a
way of maintaining the sustainability of
the program.
n

Train students and SCM leaders
to train other members

n

n

Organize
small trainings
in as many
schools possible

WSCF
FUACE

SCM leaders to
organize meetings with
senior friends and discuss
the future of SCMs

The participants were introduced to
the political, social, economic and
spiritual dimensions of leadership. The
facilitators, having different professional
    backgrounds, brought with them
important opportunities that
would enable the student
leaders to become better at all
levels of their daily operations,
encouraging them to utilize their
talents and do everything as
though they were doing it for the
Lord, with honesty and integrity.
The students expressed
appreciation to WSCF Africa
for having chosen Rwanda
SCM for the training, and to
the facilitators for sharing their
knowledge and experience with
the participants. The project was
funded by the United Church of
Canada. n
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REGIONAL HIGHLIGHTS
Asia-Pacific
Capacity-Building Training:
“Role and Relevance of the Ecumenical Student Movement
in the 21st Century”
APRIL 22-26, COLOMBO, SRI LANKA

T

he frontline leaders—general
secretaries and national
coordinators—of SCMs in the AsiaPacific Region gathered in Sri Lanka and
underwent training to serve as young
ecumenists of the WSCF and bring
about quality changes in institutional
leadership, management and
governance of their respective chapters.
The young leaders came from SCMs in
Australia, Bangladesh, India, Indonesia,
Korea, Myanmar, New Zealand, Pakistan,
Philippines, Sri Lanka, and Taiwan.
Among the practical objectives of the
training were to share best practices
in movement building; discuss the
current situation of SCMs, WSCF-AP and
WSCF Global; upgrade the participants’
capacities in the areas of strategic
planning, fundraising, volunteer
management; and to gain a better
understanding of accountability and
transparency.
The participants addressed the theme
of the training with the help of invited
young ecumenical leaders who guided
them in revisiting and reflecting on the
identity and existence of the WSCF/SCM
as an ecumenical student movement
and its roles and relevance in the 21st
century. During the discussions, the
participants felt that there is a lack of
creativity in the way that the movement
is carrying out its mission today and has
lost its avant-garde role in the ecumenical
movement.
The following topics were also discussed in the
training: SCM response to contextual realities
as an ecumenical student movement; resource
mobilisation in the context of declining external
sources of funding and support; and the global
and regional challenges facing the WSCF.
An ecumenical gathering was organized in
Colombo with SCM Senior Friends, ecumenical
partners, and church leaders to find ways of
working together in strengthening the work
and formation of young ecumenical leaders.
The presence of the WSCF regional leadership in
Sri Lanka also became an opportunity to show
support and solidarity with SCM Sri Lanka and
the local ecumenical community. n
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SCM Bangladesh – Khulna

Movement
Building Task
Group Meeting
APRIL 26-27,
NEGOMBO, SRI LANKA

I

n response to a
recommendation from the
22nd Regional Committee
Meeting of the WSCF-AP
Region, a Movement Building
Task Group (MBTG) was
formed to assist the Standing
Committee in strengthening
the movements, particularly
those that are not active in
different countries of the
region.

SCM Bangladesh – Dhaka

The MBTG is composed of the
Standing Committee members
and one member from each of
the sub-regional SCMs: North
East Asia, South East Asia,
South Asia, and the Pacific.
The MBTG attended the
Capacity-Building Training to
understand the situation of the
SCMs in the region. A face-toface meeting was also held to
develop some guidelines for
movement building. The MBTG
conducted a SWOT analysis
of the SCMs in the region,
identifying three (3) SCMs
that need to be strengthened
in 2019. They are SCM Sri
Lanka, SCM Bangladesh, and
SCM Timor Leste. Specific
guidelines were developed for
each of these SCMs. n

SCM Timor Leste

SCM Sri Lanka ExCo meeting
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REGIONAL HIGHLIGHTS
Europe

Capacity-Building Training:
“Spot it, Stop it: Media Literacy to Combat Negative
Narrative on Diversity and Inclusion”

WSCF
europe

MAY 6-11, PALERMO, ITALY

T

he project has been
developed within two
programme areas of the
global strategic plan: Interfaith
Dialogue and Peace-Building.
The training was attended by
20 students and young people
from WSCF member movements
in Armenia, Belarus, Finland,
France, Georgia, Germany,
Ireland, Lithuania, Netherlands,
Norway, Romania, United
Kingdom.
This meeting served as an
important opportunity for
grassroots movements to
engage, discuss and be
inspired on media literacy,
human rights, inclusion
and active participation of
young people in societies.
The meeting also allowed
WSCF Europe to strengthen
its cooperation with partner
organisations and ecumenical
networks in the region.
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STAFF AND OFFICERS
MEETING 2018
Spot it, Stop it:
Medial Literacy
to Combat Negative
Narrative on Diversity
and Inclusion
6-11 May 2018,
Sicily (Palermo)

During the meeting, participants
received intensive training
on media education, media
campaigns tackling hateful
stereotypes and the role of media
in promoting inclusion, diversity
and human rights. Participants
were also engaged in practical
activities and exercises that
helped them to improve their
critical thinking skills and gain
competences on how to challenge
and counter discrimination,
extremism and hate rhetoric
against disadvantaged groups.
In the digital era, responsible
and targeted use of media,
especially social media, can create
a strong counter narrative against
stereotypes, it can promote
positive image of marginalised
groups and contribute to
building of trust between diverse
communities. With this training
course we addressed some root
causes of many challenges of

WSCF Europe Grassroots Campaign:
today’s European society—rising farright ideology and propaganda, hate
speech and violent extremism. Italy has
been affected by these issues more than
other European countries and hosts a
higher number of refugees and migrants
in Western Europe. This training not only
offered a theoretical insight into impact
of negative media and political rhetoric,
but provided a practical experience of
humanity through saved and supported
lives in refugee camps.
One of the important outcomes of
the training was the comprehensive
plans of actions participants created
addressing burning issues in their
home communities. These actions were
realised later during the year by the
SCMs in cooperation with and financially
supported by the regional office.
The training was organised in
partnership with the Media Animation
(Communication & Education), Churches´
Commission for Migrants in Europe,
Mediterranean Hope, Centro Diaconale
La Noce Instituto Valdese in Palermo;
and was financially supported by the
European Youth Foundation of the
Council of Europe and Otto per Mille
Chiesa Valdese. n

“One for All, All for One”
JUNE–DECEMBER, EUROPE-WIDE

F

or the second year in a row, WSCF Europe coordinated another region-wide
initiative based on the model of a ‘one message spirit’. Following the prayer
of Jesus and the WSCF goal “that they may all be one” (John 17:21), the region
developed the campaign, “One for All, All for One” aimed at increasing youth
participation and promoting ‘positive storytelling’ on diversity, inclusion, human
rights and human dignity, especially for the most disadvantaged groups.
The ultimate aim of the campaign was to engage students and young people
from the SCMs in Europe and provide them with the tools they need to create
effective content aimed at challenging the needs and issues in their local
communities.
The following specific objectives were set for the campaign:
n

n

n

To upscale and mobilise grassroots youth initiatives
on alternative positive narrative;
To develop innovative youth-led approaches and methodologies
to combine knowledge exchanges with action-oriented output;
To support and develop young people’s voices to tackle these issues
and form a strong network of youth activists who believe in
religious, ethical and human resolution of crisis.

The campaign included several activities throughout the year and it was
developed with financial support received from the European Youth Foundation
of the Council of Europe. The initiative included a Small Grants Support
programme for European SCMs to deliver local and national activities on the
campaign topics from June to December 2018; and a photo competition and
production of printable version of the thematic calendar. n
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REGIONAL HIGHLIGHTS
Europe
Grassroots SCM Activities on Peace-Building
and Interfaith Dialogue
SCM FINLAND – INTERFAITH DIALOGUE WORKSHOP

S

CM Finland organised an interfaith dialogue workshop on November 17. It was
hosted at the SCM place in Helsinki and attended by 15 young students coming
from different parts of the country. The guest speaker was Heidi Rautionmaa who
has 20 years of working experience in interfaith dialogue. She is a pastor, journalist,
educator and currently coordinates a project called Open Doors.
SCM Finland interfaith dialogue workshop in Helsinki, November 17

SCM GEORGIA DEVELOPED AN
awareness-raising campaign on
combating trafficking in human
beings. On the occasion of the EU
Anti-Trafficking Day on October
18, they invited WSCF member
movements in Europe to reflect
on the words of the Psalms and to
stand up against human trafficking,
a crime against humanity and
against God. A prayer was sent out
to celebrate people who survived
human trafficking but found
the inner strength to heal their
wounds, overcome stigmas, restore
their faith and hope to continue
their lives. n
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europe

S.S.R.-N.U. –
WORKSHOP ON
DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION
On November 25, S.S.R.-N.U, the SCM
based in Utrecht, the Netherlands,
conducted the workshop, “Practical
idealism: Stories about diversity and
inclusion”. Sixteen (16) students and
members from S.S.R.-N.U. attended the
event, including Pavlina Manavska from
the WSCF Regional Committee. The
participants were asked to share their
experiences on integration and inclusion
and had the opportunity to listen to
stories shared by Jannes Herman-Mostert
who has a lot of experience working
with refugees and homeless people
internationally. In the small groups the
participants brainstormed about how
to implement the idealistic ideas into
practical solutions; they explored the
possible
interventions,
tools and
resources
necessary to
address the
challenges
in the city
to solve the
local issues of
refugees and
homelessness.

SCM workshop on diversity and inclusion in Utrecht, the Netherlands, November 25

SCM GEORGIA – AWARENESSRAISING CAMPAIGN AGAINST
HUMAN TRAFFICKING

WSCF

Latin America and the Caribbean
Networking and Promoting
SCM/WSCF at the 12th IERPino
JANUARY 15-20, MISIONES, ARGENTINA

W

SCF-LAC Region participated in the 12th IERPino
—a youth assembly of the Evangelical Church of
the River Plate (IERP – Iglesia Evangelica del Rio de la
Plata)—which brought together 400 young people from
its congregations in Argentina, Uruguay and Paraguay
between January 15 to 20 at the Instituto Linea
Cuchilla in Misiones, Argentina. The program
for the gathering focused on the main theme
of Protestant reform.
The young participants devoted five
full days on the subject, which also
included workshops and simultaneous
talks on ecumenism, solidarity economy,
health and environment, student
movement, indigenous peoples, and
HIV/AIDS. The beautiful landscape
of the venue provided opportunities
not only for meaningful exchanges
among participants but also sports and
recreational activities.
WSCF-LAC facilitated the talk about
the Christian student movement in
Latin America and the world. WSCF
representatives at the gathering had
an opportunity to show the work that
SCMs are doing, such as public advocacy
and collaborating with alliances and
networks. Many young people were
interested in knowing more about
SCM, which created ecumenical spaces
towards the creation of local MECs in
Argentina. n
WSCF-LAC with other participants of the
Youth Seminar on Ecumenical Diakonia
in Matanzas, Cuba, July 15-20

WSCF Participation in Youth Seminar
on Ecumenical Diakonia and
Sustainable Development
JULY 15-20, MATANZAS, CUBA

W

SCF-LAC participated in the Youth
Seminar on Ecumenical Diakonia
and Sustainable Development held at the
Evangelical Seminary of Theology (SET)
in Matanzas, Cuba on July 15-20 together
with 30 other young representatives of
ecumenical organizations and churches
from eight countries in the region. The
seminar was organized by SET and the
World Council of Churches (WCC).
The seminar aimed to share experiences
related to youth work towards just
and sustainable communities, and
highlight their voices in the discussion
on ecumenical diakonia and sustainable
development; share knowledge
and experiences on the Sustainable

Development
Goals (SDG);
discuss the
current challenges
of youth to carry out their diaconal tasks;
and explore the ways in which youth live
and share their faith among themselves
and with the church and society through
practical diaconal action.
The gathering produced a “Call to Action”
issued by the young participants, in
which they ask churches and religious
organizations “to maintain and
create training spaces, strengthening
leadership skills to develop and achieve
alternative strategies that foster diaconal
action from young people.” n
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REGIONAL HIGHLIGHTS
Latin America and the Caribbean

First Meeting Towards Reactivating SCM in Argentina
SEPTEMBER 23, BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA

F

ollowing the region’s participation in the 12th Youth Assembly
of the Evangelical Church of the
River Plate (IERPino) in January and
the hosting of the WCC Climate
Change Working Group meeting
in Buenos Aires, conversations
took place with youth leaders of
the IERP, Waldensian, Methodist,
Mennonite and Reformed churches about the revitalization
and strengthening of the SCM in Argentina.
WSCF-LAC Executive Marcelo Leites initiated a series of
meetings with a group of young Christians to rethink the
role of ecumenical youth in Argentina’s national situation
and the need to reactivate the MEC/SCM in the country.
The first meeting of the cycle was held on September 23,
attended by young people and students from churches
and faith-based organizations. It was a space to get to
know each other and to talk about the history of WSCF in
Argentina and the region and its political contexts. Dafne
Plou and Horacio Mesones spoke about their experience
as Mequenses (SCMers) and now Senior Friends of the
Federation. Both of them were part of MEC Argentina.
They shared the importance of the Christian student
movement of the Río de la Plata in the last century,
since it had a great impact on ecumenism and processes
for social justice in Latin America.
Gender and the relationship between economy, ecology
and social justice will be the topics for discussion in
upcoming meetings. n
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Middle East

Sudanese Youth Seminar: “I and the Other Christian”
FEBRUARY 1-4, KHARTOUM, SUDAN

U

MI

DD

LE

nder the theme, “I and the Other Christian”, the Sudanese
Youth Seminar was held in the capital Khartoum on February
1-4 with the participation of 100 young men and women from
the four church families in the country: the Coptic Orthodox
Church, the Roman Catholic Church, the Greek Orthodox
Church, and the Evangelical Church. The seminar was led and
facilitated by Ms Elsy Wakil from WSCF, Mr Hani Sulieman from
the Youth Diocese and Engr George Mounir, coordinator of the
Sudanese Youth Movement.

The participants
proposed the following
actions to respond to
these problems:

During the seminar, four participants discussed and identified
the following the challenges and problems facing the Sudanese
youth in society and in the Church:

2. Peacefully demanding one’s rights without fear

1. Attempts from the other religions to attract
the youth towards them (social problem)
2. Lack of job and business opportunities for the youth
because of religion (social problem)
3. Tepidity of the youth (ecclesial problem)
4. Abandonment of service (ecclesial problem)

EAST

1. Increasing knowledge
and spiritual depth through reading of the Bible and
other spiritual books, and being spiritually filled to face
the challenges of being attracted to other religions and to
atheism
3. Being a good example and being loyal in words and deeds
4. Voluntarily approaching to serve
The program of the seminar included morning prayers and
singing of hymns, Bible studies, presentations on Ecumenism
and the Ecumenical Movement in the Middle East, and the work
of the Ecumenical Institute. The participants and the organizers
were given souvenirs and certificates of participation at the end
of the seminar. n
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REGIONAL HIGHLIGHTS
Middle East

Participants of the capacity-building training for Syrian youth

Capacity-Building Training for Syrian Youth:
“The Church and Development, Our Testimony Today”

MI

DD

LE

EAST

AUGUST 17-21, AAJOUZ, SYRIA

T

he Capacity-Building Training for Syrian Youth was held in Wadi el-Nasara, Ain el
Aajouz in Syria on August 17-21 on the theme, “The Church and Development, Our
Testimony Today.” Thirty-seven (37) young men and women from different churches in Syria
participated in the conference which aimed to promote ecumenism among the youth and
understand the role of young people in development in the context of Syria.
Resource persons invited were Engineer Simon Abdallah who spoke on the topic, “The
Ecumenical Movement Today, Reality and Challenges”; Archimandrite Alexei Shehadeh
on “Ecclesiastical Distinction in the Development Approach, Basis and Principles”: Sister
Khanum Murani on the topic, “What is the Role of the Youth in the Development Process?”:

Dr Rim El-Atrash on “Citizenship and
Strengthening of the Democracy of
the Mind and Dialogue”; Fr Issa Abdo
on “Church and the Development,
the Reality of Displacement, Out
Testimony Today; and Bishop Ella
Tohme on “Balanced Development
for the sake of Dialogue and Living
Together.” n

Participants at the peace-building conference in Lebanon, October 8-14
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The Middle East Regional Committee with Bishop Anba Moussa

WSCF Middle East Regional
Committee Meeting
SEPTEMBER 20-22, NASR CITY, EGYPT

T

he WSCF Middle East Region held its annual Regional Committee Meeting
on September 20-22 at St. Marc Educational Center in Nasr City, Egypt.
The opening session started with a biblical meditation read by Dr Dani
El-Obeid and presented by Mr Fadi Nasr. This was followed by the address
of the regional chairperson, Mr Mousaa Mehani. The committee members
participated in a session presented by Dr Nicola Luka on “The Church and
Education: Contemporary Challenges”.
The Regional Committee was graced by the presence of Bishop Anba Moussa,
the Coptic Orthodox Bishop of Youth, as guest. He expressed his happiness
with the revival of ecumenical work and said that this meeting will once more
elevate the WSCF. He also blessed the activities of the Federation, giving
God’s assurance of help. He ended his talk with a word of encouragement
from John the Golden-Mouthed: “Youth will return with more power.”
Middle East Regional Executive Elsy Wakil presented her report to the
Committee, after which the members individually expressed their sadness
concerning the end of Ms Wakil’s term.
A delegation from WSCF-ME, EYC Egypt, EI and ECC visits a community ecumenical
center at the Children’s Cancer Hospital 57357 during the Ramadan in 2018.

Ms Mira Neaimeh and Mr Zaid Al-Haddad

The meeting concluded with the following
recommendations and decisions:
1. Approval of the regional secretary’s 2017
financial report and 2018 narrative report;
2. Election of Ms Mira Neaimeh of Lebanon as the
new executive of the WSCF Middle East Region;
3. Election of Mr Zaid Al-Haddad of Jordan as the
new chairperson of the Regional Committee;
4. Acceptance of Ms Marianne Azar’s SWOT
analysis of the movements.
The members expressed thanks to the outgoing
chairperson of the Regional Committee, as well
as well wishes to the incoming regional staff
and chairperson. The meeting concluded with a
prayer and a group photo. n
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REGIONAL HIGHLIGHTS
North America
Networking with Senior Friends; General Secretary visit
MARCH 2018

T

he region hosted WSCF General
Secretary Necta Montes who led
the WSCF delegation to the 62nd
Session of the UN Commission on
the Status of Women held in New
York City from March 12-21. [See
related report on page 11.] Yenny
Delgado, as WSCF global director for
Advocacy and Solidarity, organised
the Federation’s delegation to the
UNCSW62.
From New York City, the general
secretary travelled to Washington DC
to reconnect with partners and Senior
Friends. NAR organized a gathering
on March 25 for this purpose. Senior
Friend Shantha Ready Alonso helped
organise the WSCF visit with the
president of the National Council of
Christian Churches in the USA, Jim
Winkler. The NCCCUSA is based in
Washington DC.

The WSCF team (Yenny, Necta and Shantha) with NCCCUSA President Jim Winkler

The general
secretary’s visit to
the U.S. coincided
with the March 24th
demonstrations
organised by
students across
the country in
support of tighter
gun control rules.
WSCF supports the
cause for an end
to gun violence
and participated in
these actions, which
were part of the
March for Our Lives
movement. n
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WSCF Delegation to the Ecumenical
Gathering on Migratory Theology
OCTOBER 24-26, MEXICO CITY

W

SCF North America put together a
14-member delegation from the U.S.
and Canada to the Ecumenical Gathering
on Migratory Theology (“Teologia
Migrante”), a conference organized by the
Fraternidad Teológica Latinoamericana
on October 24-26 in Mexico City.

Some 70 participants from 13 countries
throughout the Americas comprising
young theologians, university students
and religious practitioners participated
in the conference to reflect collectively
NAR delegation with Senior
Friends from Latin America

on migration
and its intersectionality
with race,
gender, sociological, political and
theological frameworks.

W

F-N A

The conference provided an open space
for participants to reflect critically about
colonization, faith, pastoral care, and the
Church’s role in advocating for justice.
The speakers shared directly about
the economic and social situations in
countries that have resulted in large
numbers of migrants from Colombia,
Venezuela, Honduras, Cuba and
El Salvador.
Among the outcomes from the
gathering was the creation of theological
reflections and materials that can be
used by different denominations of
faith in both English and Spanish.
The participants committed not only
to continue the conversations but also
to move to greater activity in their
churches, universities and communities.
One very special aspect of the event
was a gathering of current students
and Senior Friends from WSCF in Latin
America. Common ground was forged
for greater dialog and interaction in the
future. n
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ORGANISATIONAL REPORT

Governance
WSCF Executive Committee Meeting
JUNE 12-18, JAKARTA, INDONESIA

T

he WSCF Executive Committee
held its in-face meeting at the Samadi
Pastoral Centre in Jakarta Indonesia from
June 12 to 18. Hosted by the Indonesia
Student Christian Movement or the
Gerakan Mahasiswa Kristen Indonesia
(GMKI), the meeting was attended by
28 participants composed of the WSCF
global officers, executive staff members,
regional representatives, and members
of the WSCF Centennial Fund Board.
The Opening Program held at the Samadi
Auditorium was attended by around 50
students, senior friends, and guests from
churches and ecumenical institutions
in Indonesia. GMKI Chairperson Sahat
Martin Philip Sinurat welcomed and
thanked the members of the WSCF
Centennial Fund Board and Executive
Committee for the solidarity statement
and prayers on the recent bombing of
churches on May 15 in Surabaya, Central
Java. “I thank WSCF for choosing to
meet in Indonesia despite the negative
international publicity brought about by
the Surabaya bombings,” he said.
In her response, WSCF General Secretary
Necta Montes congratulated the GMKI
leaders in their role in promoting
dialogue and peace-building in the
campuses. Dr Salters Sterling, WSCF
Centennial Fund Board chairperson,
also thanked GMKI students and senior
friends for their presence, reminding the
delegates of the WSCF ecumenical vision
that inspired the birth of the movement
123 years ago and continues to live in
the spirit of the current generation.
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Rev Dr Henriette Hutabarat Lebang,
general secretary of the Communion of
Churches in Indonesia or PGI and a senior
friend of GMKI, gave the keynote speech
at the opening. “The growing radicalism
and extremism in the Indonesian
campuses speaks of the important role
of SCM in promoting Pancasila, the five
principles of Indonesian society to live
in peace and harmony with people of
diverse faiths,” Dr Lebang said. Prof Dr
Lim Mah Hui, economist and senior
friend from Malaysia, confirmed this
trend during his presentation on Global
Challenges in the 21st Century. “Global
terrorism associated with Wahabism and
U.S. government policies in the Middle
East, including the invasion of Iraq in
1990 and 2001, exacerbated this trend,”
according to Prof Lim.
The Executive Committee received the
statutory reports from Chairperson
Georgine Kengne Djeutane, General
Secretary Necta Montes, Treasurer
Bronwyn Claire, the regional reports
from Sunita Suna for Asia-Pacific, Marcelo
Leites for Latin America, Natia Tsintsadze
for Europe, Elsy Wakil for Middle East,
Yenny Delgado for North America, Lydia
Nabunya for Africa, and from WSCF
Centennial Fund Board Chairperson
Salters Sterling. These reports
generated discussions and decisions
for the continued transition work of the
Federation towards sustainability in the
next two years.
The life of the Federation’s more than
100 member movements was also
discussed, recognizing their diverse

orientation, historical background and
contexts. Regional executive staff shared
their preliminary assessment on the
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities
and threats facing the movements
within their regions. While there is
visible increase in movement life and
activities in the Middle East, there is a
decline in Asia-Pacific and Africa where
only a few movements are consistently
active. Movements in Latin America and
the U.S. are in the revival process, while
half of the movements in Europe with
institutionalized structures are active.
Among other matters, the Executive
Committee agreed on the following
strategic decisions:
1. The holding of the WSCF 37th General
Assembly in Germany in June 2020
to be hosted by SCM Germany and
WSCF Europe Region. A Thematic
Working Group was formed to work
out a proposal for the 37th General
Assembly theme and to submit the
same to the ExCo and Assembly
Planning Committee (APC) in July.
2. Strengthening and prioritizing the
Federation’s work on Bible and
Theology through the work of the
director for Bible and Theology. The
position’s mandate for the next two
years will be focused on the thematic
preparations for the upcoming
General Assembly.

WSCF ExCo and Staff Capacity-Building Training
JUNE 11-12, JAKARTA, INDONESIA

P

rior to the ExCo Meeting,
capacity-building sessions were
jointly organized by the ExCo and the
Centennial Fund Board members from
June 13-14 to share experiences and
lessons learned in WSCF leadership
across different generations.
Six sessions were conducted on the
following topics: Global Challenges
and the Role of the Ecumenical Student
Movement in the 21st Century; WSCF
History, Current Challenges and the
Future; and skills workshops on Risk
Assessment, Leadership, Finance and
Personnel Work. Yong Ting Jin, senior
friend and former WSCF-AP regional
secretary, facilitated the sessions.
The panel on “WSCF History, Current
Challenges and the Future” brought
together stories and anecdotes from the
1960s to the present. Salters and Ilari
Rantakari recalled their experiences at

3. The formation of a new WSCF Staff
Model Working Group to continue
and prepare new proposals for the
WSCF staff model and to develop the
regional processes of discussion for
the consideration and approval of the
37th General Assembly.
4. Approval of the Fundraising
Campaign Plan, “ALL in One Boat”,
a new approach in building financial
solidarity within the family of
the Federation involving student
members, senior friends and
supporters of WSCF to raise funds for
the core needs of the Federation in
the succeeding years.

the WSCF World Student Conference
in Turku and General Committee in
Otaniemi 1968 when the conference
was suspended as delegates from North
America and Europe protested against
a pre-planned conference agenda.
They also shared their reflection on
the decision to regionalize the WSCF
structure. Jannes Hutagalung spoke of
the important role of SCM founder
Dr Johannes Leimena in influencing and
building the Indonesian nation when he
was elected Deputy Prime Minister in
the 1960s.
Necta Montes and Georgine Kengne
Djeutane, representing the 1980s and
1990s, shared their critical view of
‘regionalism’ within the Federation and
urged the ExCo to begin the dialogue
and conversation on the current
state of the Federation 50 years after
regionalization. Immanuel Kitnan and

Salma Charaf, co-vice chairpersons
representing the current generation,
agreed with the observations expressed
and underscored the importance
of ecumenical leadership formation
programs in rebuilding the movement
and sustaining the members. n

The ExCo congratulated and thanked the
valuable service of Elsy Wakil, the outgoing WSCF
executive for the Middle East. In her words of
appreciation to Elsy, WSCF Chairperson Georgine
Kengne Djeutane highlighted the significance
of Elsy’s role as the first woman WSCF staff in the
region and her contribution in paving the way
for greater women leadership and participation
in the life of Federation. The ExCo also welcomed
Christopher Alexander Chimangeni from Malawi
as the incoming executive for Africa who will be
joining the global staff team in July.
The meeting was financially supported by the WSCF Centennial Fund, with
contributions from members of the Executive Committee, GMKI National Executive
Committee and GMKI senior friends coordinated by Jannes Hutagalung, GMKI senior
member and WSCF Centennial Fund Board member. n
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Completion of the WSCF Archives Project 2018

S

ince its revival in June 2017, the WSCF Archives Project was
finally completed in September 2018 under the leadership of
General Secretary Necta Montes.
The project aimed to preserve, secure, update and consolidate
in one location WSCF historical materials previously located in
different places: at the Yale Divinity Library (1895-1925 materials
including John R. Mott’s personal archives); the WCC Library
(1925-1995); the WSCF IRO office in Geneva (1995-present). After
months of negotiations with individuals and institutions, these
historical materials reached their final home in the Yale Divinity
Library in New Haven, Connecticut, USA.
In due time, all WSCF IRO
archives, including those
of the Frontier Internship
Mission (FIM) and Ruth Rouse’s
personal archives, will be in the
Yale Divinity Library.
The project was first proposed
and approved in 2008 at the
WSCF Executive Committee
meeting in Montreal. A WSCF
Archives Committee was
formed headed by Genevabased senior friend and
Federation historian Rev Dr
Thomas Wieser and then
General Secretary Michael
Wallace. But due to various
factors, plans did not
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materialise. During its June 2017 Board Meeting in Ireland,
the Centennial Fund Board expressed interest in reviving the
Archives Project. This was prompted by an ExCo decision in
2016 to reduce IRO operational costs in Geneva, and by the WCC
building renovation plan that scheduled the demolition of the
WCC Library in 2019.
A year later, the WSCF ExCo approved the Archives Project
proposal presented by the general secretary based on an earlier
agreement reached between the WSCF, the WCC and the Yale
Divinity Library. In July, a Memorandum of Understanding was
signed between the Yale Divinity School and WSCF to proceed
with the planned transfer of
WSCF archives from Geneva.
Yale also agreed to fund
the total transfer cost of
$15,000.00.
Geneva-based senior friends
Clarissa Balan, Manuel Quintero and Monika Rawcliffe
helped the IRO staff in reviewing, sorting, and preparing
the materials for packing
and transport. By September,
261 boxes of books, photos
and paper documents were
loaded into a ten-wheeler
truck and securely transported
by land and sea to their final
destination at the Yale Divinity
Library. n

Global Leadership and Staff
Officers
CHAIRPERSON
}

Georgine Kengne Djeutane
(Cameroon), Evangelical Reformed

VICE-CHAIRPERSONS
}
}

Immanuel Gopala Kitnan
(Sri Lanka), Anglican
Salma Charaf (France),
Christian Orthodox

HONORARY TREASURER
}

Executive Committee
AFRICA
}
}

LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN

Lydia Nabunya (Uganda), Anglican
Paul Martin Nguimgo (Cameroon),
Evangelical Reformed

ASIA-PACIFIC
}
}

Bronwyn Claire (Australia),
Anglican

}

Dianet de la Caridad Martinez Valdés
(Cuba), Presbyterian
Oscar Eduardo Reicher Salazar (Chile)

MIDDLE EAST

Hui Fan Lam Chung (Hong Kong)
John Graveston (New Zealand/Aotearoa)

EUROPE
}

}

}
}

Mariane Azer (Egypt), Coptic Orthodox
Dany El-Obeid (Lebanon), Orthodox

NORTH AMERICA

Annika Foltin (Germany)

PARTNER REPRESENTATIVE

}

Bran Friesen (Canada)
Louise Tillman (USA)

}

Salters Sterling, WSCF Centennial Fund

}

Executive Staff
INTER-REGIONAL STAFF
GENERAL SECRETARY
}

Necta Montes
(Philippines), United Church

FINANCE OFFICER
}

Jean-Luc De La Soujeole
(France), Catholic

REGIONAL EXECUTIVES AND PROGRAM DIRECTORS
AFRICA / Higher Education
}
}

Maxwell Ray Omondi Sanda (Kenya)
interim staff (until August 2018)
Christopher Chimangeni (Malawi),
Catholic (from September 2018)

ASIA-PACIFIC / Identity, Diversity & Dialogue
}

Sunita Sumati Suna (India), Lutheran

EUROPE / Interfaith Dialogue
WSCF ExCo members, officers and staff
with GMKI hosts in Jakarta, Indonesia

}

LATIN AMERICA & CARIBBEAN /
Ecological Justice
}

Marcelo Leites (Uruguay), Independent

MIDDLE EAST / Peace-Building & Dialogue
}

Elsy Wakil (Lebanon), Orthodox

NORTH AMERICA / Advocacy & Solidarity
}

Yenny Delgado (USA), Presbyterian

Natia Tsintzandze (Italy)
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Membership 2018

Ireland Student Christian Movement (SCM)
Federazione Giovanile Evangelica Italiana (FGEI)
JAPAN } Japan Student YMCAs
JORDAN } Orthodox Youth Fellowship of Jordan
WSCF AFFILIATED, ASSOCIATED, AND CONTACT MOVEMENTS*
KENYA } Kenya Student Christian Movement (SCM)
total: 119 MOVEMENTS, 94 COUNTRIES
KOREA } Korean Student Christian Federation
LATVIA } SCM KRISTA
LEBANON } Apostolic Youth Federation
ANGOLA } World Council of Churches of Angola (CICA)
} Armenian Evangelical Youth Association
		
} Council of Christian Churches in Angola (CICA)
} Armenian Church University Student Association
		
		
ARGENTINA } Movimiento Estudiantil Cristiano en Argentina (MEC)
} Jeunesse Etudiante Chrétienne
		
ARMENIA } Youth Union of Jervezh, Armenian Youth Union
} Marian Apostolic Movement
		
AUSTRALIA } Australian Student Christian Movement (SCM)
} Orthodox Youth Movement in Lebanon
		
AUSTRIA } Evangelische Hochschulgemeinde in Österreich (EHG)
} Youth Diocese Church from Lebanon *
		
BANGLADESH } Bangladesh Student Christian Movement (SCM)
LESOTHO } SCM Lesotho
BELARUS } Centre Ecumena *
LIBERIA } National Student Christian Council - SCM Liberia
BENIN } Jeunesse Chrétienne Universitaire et Scolaire du Bénin (JCUSB)
LITHUANIA } Vilinius Evangelical Lutheran Academic Youth Fellowship
BOLIVIA } Bolivia Student Christian Movement (SCM)
MADAGASCAR } Mpianatra Kristiana Malgasi
BRAZIL } Movimiento Ecuménico de Estudiantes de Teología (MEET)
MALAWI } Christian Youth Association of Malawi *
BULGARIA } Christian Youth Council in Bulgaria (CYCB)
MALAYSIA } SCM Malaysia
BURUNDI } Département des Jeunes, Eglise Episcopale du Burundi
MEXICO } MEC por la Equidad
CAMBODIA } Cambodian Student Christian Movement (SCM)
} MEC México
		
CAMEROON } Mouvement des Etudiants Protestants du Cameroun (MEPC)
MOZAMBIQUE } SCM Mozambique
CANADA } Canada Student Christian Movement (SCM)
MYANMAR } SCM Myanmar
} Mouvement des Etudiants Chrétiens du Québec (MECQ)
NAMIBIA } SCM Namibia
		
CHILE } Movimiento Estudiantil Cristiano de Chile (MEC)
NEPAL } SCM Nepal
COLOMBIA } Pastoral de Jóvenes y Estudiantes de Colombia
NETHERLANDS } Landelijk Steunpunt Studentenpastoren
CÔTE D’IVOIRE } Association Chrétienne des Elèves et Etudiants Protestants
} Nieuwe Afdeling Utrecht der Societas Studiosorum
		
de Côte d’Ivoire (ACEEPCI)
Reformatorum (SSR-NU) **
CROATIA } Studentski Evandeoski Pokret (STEP)
NEW ZEALAND } SCM Aotearoa
CUBA } Movimiento Estudiantil Cristiano de Cuba (MEC)
NIGERIA } SCM Nigeria
CZECH REPUBLIC } Oikumené - Akademicka YMCA
NORWAY } Norges Kristelige Studentforbund
DR OF CONGO } Association des Jeunes et des Etudiants Chrétiens (AJEC)
PAKISTAN } SCM Pakistan
} Fédération Nationale des Jeunes Protestant (FNJP)
PALESTINE } Ecumenical Youth Committee
		
DENMARK } YMCA and YWCA Denmark
} Palestine Youth Ecumenical Movement (PYEM) *
		
ECUADOR } Pastoral Juvenil de Guayaquil
PAPUA NEW GUINEA } SCM Papua New Guinea
} Coordinadora Ecuatoriana para el Acción Juvenil (CEPAJ)
PERU } MEC Peru
		
EGYPT } Coptic Catholic Youth Egypt
PHILIPPINES } SCM Philippines
} The Ecumenical Youth Committee (EYC)
POLAND } Fellowship of Orthodox Youth in Poland *
		
} El haq wa el Adel
ROMANIA } Asociata Studentilor Crestini-Ortodocsi Romani
		
} Evangelical College Youth Egypt
RWANDA } Rassemblement de la Jeunesse Etudiantine à l’Action
		
} National Participation Committee
} Mouvement des Etudiants au Service Social au Rwanda
		
		
} Orthodox Youth Movement - Cairo
SENEGAL } Mouvement des Jeunes de l’Eglise Protestante du Sénégal
		
} The Youth of Evangelical Synod
SIERRA LEONE } SCM Sierra Leone
		
} University Student Christian Association (USCA)
SINGAPORE } SCM Singapore
		
EL SALVADOR } Movimiento Estudiantil Cristiano Salvadoreño (MEC)
SLOVAKIA } EKUNET Slovakia
ETHIOPIA } Haimonate Abew Ethiopian Students’ Association (HAESA)
SOUTH AFRICA } Federation of South African Christian Students
} The Ethiopian Evangelical Church Mekane Yesus (EECMY)
SRI LANKA } SCM Sri Lanka
		
FINLAND } Suomen Kristillinen Ylioppilaslitto (SKY)
SUDAN } Khartoum University Caucuses
} Ortodoksinen Opiskelijalitto (OOL)
SOUTH SUDAN } Sudanese Students Christian Mission
		
FRANCE } Association des Etudiants Protestants de Paris - Fédération
SWEDEN } Kristna Studentrörelsen i Sverige
} Française des Associations Chrétiennes d’Etudiants (FFACE)
SYRIA } Orthodox Youth Movement in Syria
		
} L’Action Chrétienne des Etudiants Russes- Mouvement de
TAIWAN } SCM Taiwan
		
} Jeunesse Orthodoxe (ACER-MJO)
TANZANIA } Tanzania Student Christian Fellowship
		
GAMBIA } Gambia Student Christian Movement (SCM)
THAILAND } SCM Thailand
GEORGIA } Georgia Student Christian Movement (SCM)*
TIMOR LESTE } Movimento Estudante Cristao Timor Leste
} Young Christians for Peace and Democracy (YCPD)
TOGO } Association Chrétienne d’Elèves et Etudiants du Togo
		
GERMANY } Evangelische Studentinnengemeinde in Deutschland (ESG)
UGANDA } Uganda SCM
GHANA } Ghana Student Christian Movement (SCM)
UKRAINE } [CONTACT PERSON]
GREECE } [CONTACT PERSON]
UNITED KINGDOM } SCM UK
HAITI } Movimiento Estudiantil Cristiano ACEH Haiti – MEC
USA } SCM USA *
HONG KONG } Hong Kong Student Christian Movement (SCM)
} Lutheran Student Movement
		
ICELAND } [CONTACT PERSON]
} United Methodist Student Movement
		
INDIA } India Student Christian Movement (SCM)
URUGUAY } Espacio Estudiantil Cristiano - MEC Uruguay
INDONESIA } Gerakan Mahaiswa Kristen Indonesia (GMKI)
VENEZUELA } MEC Venezuela
IRAQ } Iraqi Christian Youth Committee (ICYC)
ZAMBIA } SCM Zambia
ZIMBABWE } SCM Zimbabwe
* ADDED AFTER 35TH GENERAL ASSEMBLY IN 2015
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IRELAND }
ITALY }

** ACCEPTED AS ASSOCIATED MOVEMENT IN 2017

Consolidated 2018 Financial Summary
THE WORLD STUDENT CHRISTIAN FEDERATION
(WSCF) is a non-profit organisation. The WSCF
raises funding from partners and accepts
donations from well-wishers. All donations are
tax-deductible to the extent allowable by law.

The Trustees of the World Student Christian Federation, USA, Inc. is a
not-for-profit charitable organisation incorporated in the State of New York.
This 2018 financial summary combines information from the Geneva-based
Inter-Regional Office (IRO) and six (6) regional offices in Beirut, Trento,
Buenos Aires, Hong Kong, Nairobi and New York, which covers the world.

Income Year 2018

Income

10%
32%

Total Federation - Income Year 2018
Undesignated *
$ 265,932 32%
Designated *		479,312 58%
WSCF-related sources			 78,735 10%
TOTAL INCOME		
$823,979
* Churches & Agencies

58%

Total Federation - Income Year 2018
Geneva		
$ 320,933 39%
Africa			 26,445 3%
Middle East 1		125,933 15%
Middle East 2		190,008 23%
Latin America			 13,337 2%
North America			 19,424 2%
Asia-Pacific			 51,978 6%
Europe			 75,921 9%
TOTAL INCOME		
$823,979
1 ME / WSCF

6%
2%
2%

9%

Total expenses in 2018 at
USD 0.939 million decreased
by USD 0.025 million from
last year, or a 2.5% reduction.
The Federation embarked
on a fundamental rethinking
on how it should operate
with the current level of
financial resources available.

23%
15%

3%

Expenses Year 2018

1 ME / WSCF

NET RESULT		

2 ME / Ecumenical Institute

-$114,572

Expenses

39%

2 ME / Ecumenical Institute

Total Federation - Expenses Year 2018
Program/Geneva
$ 42,328 5%
Africa			 59,998 6%
Middle East 1		150,938 16%
Middle East 2		190,008 20%
Latin America			 41,478 4%
North America			 112,588 12%
Asia-Pacific			 110,043 12%
Europe			 120,524 13%
Global Services/Geneva			 110,646 12%
TOTAL EXPENSES		
$938,551

In 2018, the total income
decreased by USD 0.13 million
to USD 0.82 million, or a 14%
drop compared to last year.
This results from partners
less and less inclined to fund
core expenses, focussing their
efforts towards programmatic
activities. This has led the
Federation to launch a new
fundraising program,
“All In One Boat”, aimed at
securing large recurrent
donations from Senior Friends.

12%

5%

13%

Net result

6%
16%

12%
12%

20%
4%

As a result of reduced income
not totally offset by reduced
expenses, the year 2018 ended
with a loss of USD 0.117 million
compared to a small profit last
year of USD 0.011 million. This
had a direct impact on the level
of the cash on hand at the end
of 2018 which dropped at USD
0.114 million compared to USD
0.208 million at the end of 2017.
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Centennial Fund 2018 Annual Report

CEN T ENNIAL FUND

FINANCIAL OVERVIEW
		

2018

2017

23,375
6,193

20,844
0

TOTAL INCOME  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 29,568

20,844

		

Income
Dividends on shares
Other income

(US$)

(US$)

Expenditures
Salaries
8,500
IRO Staff salaries
6,193
Printing and stationery
3,500
Audit fees
2,567
Legal costs
2,393
Bible & Theology Program
4,114
ExCo, Staff & Officers Meeting in Jakarta 21,948
Other office costs
8,000

8,500
0
0
3,500
717
0
0
8,000

57,215

23,278

20,000
4,334
0

20,000
7,082
25,000

24,334

52,082

Total Expenditures

Grants and Other Operating Costs
Grant to WSCF-IRO
Board of Trustees Meeting
Reserve for 2018 BM & ExCo Meeting

Total Grants and Other Operating Costs

Extraordinary Income & Expenditure
on Investment Portfolio
Asset appreciation / (depreciation)
Exchange gain / (loss)
WHT
Bank charges
Commissions, taxes

-58,619 203,216
-37,945 87,938
0 14,293
-8,383 -7,892
-1,363
-675

Total Extraordinary Income & Expenditure -106,310 296,880
TOTAL EXPENDITURE  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 187,859 -221,520
NET PROFIT / (LOSS)  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . -158,291 242,364
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T

he Trustees of the Centennial Fund of the World Student Christian
Federation met on four occasions in 2018—three times on-line and once
in-person. The in-person meeting was held in Jakarta, Indonesia in close
association with the Executive Committee of the Federation with whom the
Trustees shared very valuable strategic thinking and reflection time, providing
in that space contextual information about the life of the Federation in 1968
and the years following when the organisation of structured regions was
first adopted. The CF Trustees greatly enjoyed this meeting and were happy
to make CF resources available to cover in large part the cost of the ExCo
meeting.
At 2018 year-end, the buoyant performance of the Centennial Fund
endowment investments was significantly reduced by contracting markets in
November and, especially, December. Despite this contraction the Trustees
have remained faithful to their decision in respect of grants to the Federation,
$20,000.00 being paid in respect of the services provided to the Centennial
Fund by the Federation’s General Secretary and Finance Officer together with
a contribution towards the costs of materials and publishing, and a further
$20,000.00 being paid towards the further core costs of the Federation.
In addition the Centennial Fund has set aside in 2018 an additional $20,000.00
to increase to $40,000.00 the monies being committed by the CF towards the
costs of the General Assembly in Berlin in June 2020.
In its review of the life of the Federation as provided by the General Secretary
and the Treasurer, the Trustees noted that it had not proved possible so far for
the Federation to implement the proposal made in Birmingham in 2015 and
approved in Palermo at the end of the same year that the Federation should
make arrangements for a global programme of Bible study and theological
reflection as a significant part of the working brief of one of the regional staff
members. The Trustees noted that the need to give focused attention to Bible
study and theological reflection in the life of the Federation had featured in
the co-General Secretary’s report in 1990. With this as context, the Trustees
decided to make available a grant of $72,000.00 over a two-year period
from the accumulated earned income of the funds named after Suzanne
de Dietrich (1891-1981) whose contribution to Bible study in the life of the

Federation globally had been immense
in the 1920s, 1930s, 1940s, 1950s and
1960s. Already the support for this work
has borne fruit. Christopher Chimangeni
was appointed in August 2018 as
Federation staff member for Africa
with the programme responsibility for
Bible study and theological reflection.
Working with the General Secretary,
Christopher has convened the first
on-line meeting of a WSCF Bible Study
and Theological Reflection Commission
whose membership is representative
of all the continents, of men and
women, and of a range of decades and
generations in the life of the Federation.
The Commission will have an in-person
meeting in Finland in June 2019 as a
follow-on to the in-person meeting of
the Centennial Fund Trustees with an
agenda designed to ensure that Bible
study and theological reflection will be a
central part of the life of the Movements
in preparation for the Berlin GA, and at
the General Assembly itself around the
chosen Assembly theme of ‘Rejoice in
Hope’ (Romans 12:12).
The Centennial Fund Trustees continue
in conversation with the US Trustees
and have reached a very fine working
arrangement so that the CF funds held
in the United States of America will
begin to contribute to the support of
the Federation which until now has
depended on monies held in Europe for
that purpose.
The CF Trustees have been greatly
strengthened by the presence of Shali
D. O. Kapepo among their number. Shali
articulates with great confidence and
clarity the voice of younger professional
Africa and complements the wisdom
of Asia so ably contributed by Jannes
Hutagalung who was our indefatigable
host along with his wife Sondang for our
visit to Jakarta. (It is quietly understood
that the union of Jannes and Sondang is
the product of the Society for Courtship
and Marriage in Indonesia several
decades ago). It was a great privilege to
be hosted by them in Jakarta in 2018.
Finally, I should also report that the CF
strongly supports the ‘All-in-One-Boat’
appeal launched by they Federation and
all the Trustees are already personally
contributing to that appeal. It gives me
great pleasure to commend the work of
the Centennial Fund to your attention.

W. Salters Sterling

President, WSCF Centennial Fund Trustees

Partners and Donors 2018
Churches and church agencies
Church of Sweden
Division of Overseas Ministries (Disciples of Christ)
n Evangelical Lutheran Church in Bavaria
n Methodist Church UK
n Rutgers Presbyterian Church

The Presbyterian Church of Taiwan
UK Methodist Church
n United Church of Canada
n United Church of Christ

n

n

n

n

Organisations

Individuals
Albert K Lumbwe
Andrew Kerr
n Barrie Baker
n Bronwyn Claire
n Bruce Rigdon
n Carolyn Tan
n David J Cleary
and Vera Papp
n Dorothy Wyman
n Fung Chi Wood
n Georgine Djeutane
n Hungarian Saragih
n Ilari Rantakari
n Inget Sembiring
n Isatu Ville
n Jacob Tobing
n Jannes Hutagalung
n Jean-Luc de La Soujeole
n John Graveston
n Laurel Hayes
n Lydia B Nabunya
n Mathieu Durrleman
n Lai Kwok Leung
n Pos Hutabarat
n Ruth Conway
n Salters Sterling
n Shali Kapepo
n Sheryl Johnson
n Sunita Suna
n Timothy Ngui
n Zuzana Babicova

Alliance of Baptists
Bread for the World
n DanChurchAid / ACT Advocacy Academy
n Association of Protestant Churches
n and Missions in Germany (EMW)
n European Youth Foundation
n Faith Hope Love Fellowship
n Fondation pour l’aide au Protestantisme Reformé (FAP)
n Her Voice Fund
n Karibu
n Missio
n National Christian Council in Japan
n National Christian Council in Korea
n Otto per Mille Chiesa Valdese
n Princeton University
n Taizé Community
n United Methodist Foundation
n United Methodist Women
n World Council of Churches
n

n

n

n

SCMs / WSCF

SCM / YMCA Japan
SCM Aotearoa
n SCM Australia
n SCM Canada
n SCM Egypt - National Participation Committee
n SCM Egypt - The Youth of Evangelical Synod
n SCM Ethiopia
n SCM Germany - Evangelische Studentinnengemeinde
in Deutschland (ESG)
n SCM Iraq - Iraqi Christian Youth Committee (ICYC)
n SCM Lebanon - Apostolic Youth Federation (AYF)
n SCM Lebanon - Armenian Church University Student Association (ACUSA)
n SCM Lebanon - Orthodox Youth Movement
n SCM Nigeria
n SCM North Sudan - Khartoum University Youth Caucuses
n SCM Old Ghost Fellowship
n SCM Pakistan
n SCM Palestine - Ecumenical Youth Committee
n SCM UK - Britain Student Christian Movement
n US Trustees
n
n
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WSCF GLOBAL AND REGIONAL ACTIVITIES

2018 Year in Review
DATE

VENUE

ACTIVITY

SCOPE

PROGRAM/STRATEGY

JAN 5-6

Canada

WSCF-NAR Board Meeting

NA

GOVERNANCE

JAN 19

Lebanon

Participation in ‘Week of Prayer for the Unity of the Churches’

ME

PEACE-BUILDING

JAN 15-20

Argentina

Networking and Promoting SCM/WSCF at the 12th IERPino

LAC

NETWORKING

SCMs roundtable meetings on local projects

LAC

MOVEMENT BUILDING

Participation in ‘WCC Assembly Planning Committee Meeting’

IRO

NETWORKING

Universal Day of Prayer for Students (UDPS) on Ecojustice

Global

ECOJUSTICE

Sudanese Youth Seminar: “I and the Other Christian”

ME

CAPACITY-BUILDING

WSCF annual SCM assessment on regional programs on a territorial basis

LAC

MOVEMENT BUILDING

JAN 24-30
JAN 31-FEB 6

Geneva

FEBRUARY
FEB 1-4

Sudan

FEB 1-6
FEB 8-13

France

Participation in ‘Global Christian Forum International Committee Meeting’

IRO

NETWORKING

FEB 18

Egypt

Participation in ‘Week of Prayer for the Unity of the Churches’

ME

PEACE-BUILDING

MARCH

Argentina; Uruguay Meetings of Rio de la Plata SCMs (Argentina/Uruguay)

LAC

MOVEMENT BUILDING

MARCH

Relaunching of the ALC News and WSCF LAC Regional Rapporteurs Program

LAC

CAPACITY-BUILDING

MARCH

Assessment and monitoring of the WSCF Regional Ecojustice Program “The Challenge We Accept”

LAC

ECOJUSTICE

MAR 5-7

Korea

Participation in ‘Conference on the 30th Anniversary of the 88 Declarations of NCC Korea’

AP

NETWORKING

MAR 12-21

USA

WSCF Delegation to the UNCSW 62nd Session

IRO

IDD / NETWORKING

MAR 25

USA

Reconnecting with Senior Friends in Washington DC with General Secretary

NA

NETWORKING

MAR 26-28

Geneva

WSCF participation in ‘ACT Climate Change Working Group Meeting’

LAC

ECOJUSTICE / NETWORKIN G

First publication of FUMEC Comunica

LAC

MOVEMENT BUILDING

APR 1ST WEEK
APR 9-11

Germany

Participation in ‘WCRC Strategic Planning Committee Meeting’

IRO

NETWORKING

APR 13-14

Peru

Participation in ‘VIII Summit of Americas’

LAC

NETWORKING

APR 16-17

Peru

WSCF-LAC Regional Board Meeting

LAC

GOVERNANCE

APR 20-23

USA

Participation in ‘Ecumenical Advocacy Days:
“A World Uprooted: Responding to Migrants, Refugees and Displaced People”’

NA

ADVOCACY & SOLIDARITY

APR 22-23

Colombia

WSCF-LAC Youth Forum on Peace

LAC

PEACE-BUILDING

APR 22-26

Sri Lanka

WSCF-AP Capacity-Building Training:
“Role and Relevance of the Ecumenical Student Movement in the 21st Century”

AP

CAPACITY-BUILDING

APR 24-27

Colombia

Participation in ‘Global Christian Forum’ (3rd Meeting)

LAC

NETWORKING

APR 26-27

Sri Lanka

WSCF-AP Movement Building Task Group Meeting

AP

MOVEMENT BUILDING

APR 28-30

Sri Lanka

WSCF-AP 23rd Standing Committee Meeting

AP

GOVERNANCE

MAY 4-5

Canada

5th Cahoots Social Justice Festival (SCM Canada)

NA

MOVEMENT BUILDING

WSCF and Networks Interfaith Youth Gathering

LAC

INTERFAITH DIALOGUE

MAY
MAY

Bolivia; Chile;
Argentina; Brazil

Visits, follow-up and SCM strengthening activities

LAC

MOVEMENT BUILDING

MAY 6-11

Italy

WSCF Europe Staff & Officers Meeting and Capacity-Building Training:
“Spot it, Stop it: Media Literacy to Combat Negative Narrative on Diversity and Inclusion”

Europe

CAPACITY-BUILDING

MAY 11-14

Italy

WSCF-Europe Regional Committee Meeting

Europe

GOVERNANCE

MAY 31-JUNE 6

Serbia

Participation in ‘CEC General Assembly: “You shall be my witnesses”’

Europe

NETWORKING

JUNE

Argentina

SCM Argentina/Uruguay planning meeting

LAC

MOVEMENT BUILDING

JUNE

LAC region-wide

Campaign Launching: “The Challenge We Accept”

LAC

ECOJUSTICE

Publication on ‘Youth for Ecojustice and Peace’

LAC

ECOJUSTICE

AP

MOVEMENT BUILDING

Europe

INTERFAITH DIALOGUE /
PEACE-BUILDING

JUNE
JUNE-JULY

Timor Leste; Sri
Visits to SCM Timor Leste, SCM Bangladesh, and SCM Sri Lanka
Lanka; Bangladesh

JUNE-DEC

Europe-wide
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DATE

VENUE

ACTIVITY

SCOPE

PROGRAM/STRATEGY

JUNE-DEC

Europe-wide

Photo Competition: “One for All, All for One”

Europe

INTERFAITH DIALOGUE

JUNE 10-11

Indonesia

WSCF Centennial Fund Board Meeting

IRO

GOVERNANCE

JUNE 11-12

Indonesia

WSCF ExCo and Staff Capacity-Building Training

IRO/Global

CAPACITY-BUILDING

JUNE 12-18

Indonesia

WSCF Executive Committee Meeting

IRO/Global

GOVERNANCE

JUNE 15-21

Geneva

Participation in ‘WCC Central Committee Meeting’

IRO

NETWORKING

JUNE 21-24

Jordan

11th Palestinian Youth Program: “The Church, Ecumenical Movement and the Environment”

ME

ECOJUSTICE

JUNE 24-28

Argentina

Participation in ‘WCC Climate Change Working Group Annual Meeting’

LAC

ECOJUSTICE / NETWORKING

JULY 9

Rwanda

SCM-Rwanda Visit by WSCF Executive Yenny Delgado

Africa

MOVEMENT BUILDING

JULY 15-20

Cuba

Participation in ‘Youth Seminar on Ecumenical Diakonia and Sustainable Development’

LAC

ETD / NETWORKING

JULY 17

Cuba

WSCF workshop on Sustainable Development Goals

LAC

ECOJUSTICE

JULY 17-19

Rwanda

WSCF Africa Leadership Consultative Workshop 2018

Africa

CAPACITY-BUILDING

JULY 19-27

Canada

Participation in ‘United Church of Canada Partners and General Council Meeting’

Global

NETWORKING

JULY 25-27

Cuba

Consultation and meetings with regional SCM members and SCM Cuba

LAC

MOVEMENT BUILDING

JULY 28-AUG 17

Italy

Participation in ‘Agape International Ultragender Workcamp’

Global

IDD

AUG 8-12

Hong Kong

Participation in ‘Taizé International Meeting of Young Adults’

AP

NETWORKING

AUG 10

Hong Kong

WSCF Workshop at the Taizé Pilgrimage:
“Reconciliation in Asia and Young People’s Role in Peace-Building”

AP

PEACE-BUILDING

AUG 17-21

Syria

Capacity-Building Training for Syrian Youth: “The Church and Development, Our Testimony Today”

ME

CAPACITY-BUILDING

AUG 17-24

Korea

WSCF Asia-Pacific Conference: “A Prophetic Call for Peace:
Ecumenical Youth and Students Advocating for Sustainable Peace on the Korean Peninsula”

AP

PEACE-BUILDING

AUG 19

Korea

Safe Space Dialogue: “Gender, Sexuality, and Church Solidarity with the LGBT+ in South Korea”

AP

IDD

AUG 19-23

The Netherlands

Participation in ‘WCC Youth Pilgrimage and Festival’

Global

NETWORKING

AUG 19-31

Mexico

Participation in ‘Ecumenical School on Governance, Economics and Management (GEM-WCC)’

AUG 30-SEP 3

Egypt

WSCF-ME Women’s Conference: “Women in the Life of the Early Church: Contemporary Questions”

ME

IDD

SEP-DEC

Europe-wide

Small Grants Support Programme for SCMs in Europe for activities on
“One for All, All for One” campaign topics

Europe

INTERFAITH DIALOGUE /
PEACE-BUILDING

SEP 20-22

Egypt

WSCF Middle East Regional Committee Meeting

ME

GOVERNANCE

SEP 23

Argentina

First Meeting Towards Reactivating SCM in Argentina

LAC

MOVEMENT BUILDING

SEP 28-30

Brazil

Participation in ‘ALC News Regional Assembly’

LAC

NETWORKING /
CAPACITY-BUILDING

OCTOBER

Iraq

Visit to Iraq

ME

MOVEMENT BUILDING

OCTOBER

Jordan

CoS Theological Conversation on Diversity with partners

OCT 1-3

Brazil

Regional Consultation on IDD and Communications

OCT 1-6

Jamaica

Participation in ‘WCC Global Consultation on the 20th Anniversary
of the Ecumenical Decade of the Churches in Solidarity with Women’

OCT 8-14

Lebanon

Follow-up Inter-Regional Program on Peace-Building and
Overcoming Violence in Palestine and the Middle East

Global/ME

PEACE-BUILDING

OCT 21-26

France

WSCF Europe Study Session: “How is Peace Possible?”

Europe/ME

PEACE-BUILDING

OCT 23-26

Kenya

WSCF Africa AGYWY Training Workshop: “Investing in Adolescent Girls, Young Women and Youth”

Africa

IDD

OCT 24-26

Mexico

WSCF Delegation to the Ecumenical Gathering on Migratory Theology

NA

ETD

OCT 28-NOV 1

Sweden

Participation in ‘ACT Alliance 3rd General Assembly’

Global

ECOJUSTICE / NETWORKING

OCT 29-NOV 1

Korea

Participation in ‘World Peace Convention’

AP

NETWORKING

NOV 1-12

El Salvador

Participation in ‘WCC Eco-School on Water, Food and Climate Justice’

LAC

ECOJUSTICE

NOV 26-DEC 1

Taiwan

Participation in ‘First Taiwan Ecumenical Forum (TEF)’

Global/AP

NETWORKING

NOV 28-DEC 2

Egypt

WSCF Middle East Interfaith Dialogue:
Muslim-Christian Dialogue on Youth and Peace-Building in Times of Violence and War

ME

INTERFAITH DIALOGUE

NOV 28-DEC 5

Greece

WSCF Europe Youth Conference: “Humanity Reclaimed: Youth Perspectives on Diversity and Inclusion” Europe

INTERFAITH DIALOGUE

DEC 2-15

Poland

Participation in ‘Ecumenical Delegation to COP24’

LAC/Global

ECOJUSTICE / NETWORKING

DEC 7-9

Morocco

Participation in ‘9th Churches Witnessing with Migrants (CWWM) Consultation’

Global

ETD

ECOJUSTICE

IDD

LAC

IDD
IDD
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WSCF STRATEGIC PLAN
2 016 -2 019

VISION
WSCF is called to be a prophetic witness
in the Church and the transformation
of the world where God’s love for
creation, justice and peace is shared
by all across boundaries of race, class,
ethnicity, culture, gender and sexuality.
This vision is nurtured by a radical hope
of God’s reign in history and liberating faith
in Jesus Christ.

MISSION

WSCF is a global fellowship of Student
Christian Movements putting their faith
into action to contribute to the renewal of
the ecumenical movement and to promote
justice and peace in the world.

UT OMNES
UNUM SINT

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
ECOLOGICAL JUSTICE
Promote climate justice through public advocacy
processes directed at international governance
bodies, working in partnership with ecumenical
institutions, churches and various stakeholder
networks upholding the youth and student
voice on ecological issues.

IDENTITY, DIVERSITY AND DIALOGUE
Initiate the process of dialogue, create spaces
and develop theological understanding for the
SCMs on human sexuality.

PEACE-BUILDING AND DIALOGUE
Mobilise the Federation on issues pertaining to
overcoming violence and building peace with a focus
on the situations in the Middle East and Colombia.

S T R AT E G I E S
BIBLICAL AND THEOLOGICAL ANALYSIS
Stimulate the study of the Bible and promote theological
thinking among Christian students to help them
understand the call of God in their lives.

ADVOCACY AND SOLIDARITY
Enable the Federation to stand firmly in solidarity with students,
movements and people around the world, especially in situations
of oppression and exploitation, human rights violations, conflict,
war and violence, and natural disasters, and advocate for
systemic change in the world and in different contexts.

ECUMENICAL TRANSFORMATIVE DIAKONIA
Enhance the capacity of SCMs and the Federation to serve and
respond to the needs of the community by developing a deeper
understanding and practice of Ecumenical Transformative
Diakonia at the local, regional and global levels.

HIGHER EDUCATION
Work in solidarity with SCMs and student movements
to advocate for the right to education for all.

INTERFAITH DIALOGUE
Engage the Federation in creating and providing
interfaith platforms for youth and students.

MOVEMENT BUILDING
Build dynamic SCMs that will give rise to a new generation of young
Christian leaders and prophetic witnesses that will act together to
renew the ecumenical movement and transform the world.

CAPACITY BUILDING
Develop enabling structures and systems and nurture a competent
team of staff and officers that will bring the Federation to a
financially viable state and sustainable future.

World Student Christian Federation
INTER-REGIONAL OFFICE : ECUMENICAL CENTRE, 5 ROUTE DES MORILLONS • PO BOX 2100, CH 1211, GENEVA 2, SWITZERLAND
tel : + 41 22 791 6358 • fax : + 41 22 791 6152 • email : WSCF@WSCF.CH • website : WWW.WSCF.CH

